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Residents speak out
against unincorporation
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
HAZEL, Ky. — Several residents opposed to a move to end
Hazel's 115-year-old municipal
status through unincorporation
City
Hazel
lobbied, the
Commission Monday night to
provide as much information as
possible to voters about what
might happen if the city loses its
sixth-class status.
the group, anticipating a
move by Hazel businessman
Ray Gough and supporters of
the petition to turn it over to the
commission during the meeting,
gathered to protest what they see
as circulation of misinformation
along with the paperwork.
Pointing out the loss of legal
rights to obtain loans for municipal improvement, the power to
enforce local ordinances and
other negative possibilities, resident Cheryl Chadwick said she
could see how unincorporating

the city would be a move in the
wrong direction.
"I feel like we're not getting
the whole picture," Chadwick
said. If we unincorporate the
city, I think a lot of things will
change. There would be a lot of
things we would lose."
Resident Jana Mason, who
identified herself as a licensed
insurance agent, said she was
also opposed to unincorporation
and feared that the city could
lose its volunteer fire department and see a hike in insurance
rates.
Gough, owner of Charlie's
Antique Mall and Soda
Fountain, had told the Murray
Ledger & Times that he had
planned have one of the petition
supporters turn it over to Mayor
Harold Pittman during the meeting; however there was a change
in plans.
Gough said this morning that
he had planned to be at the meet-
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ing to accompany the deliverer,
but was unavoidably detained
and asked that it not be turned in
until a later time when he could
be there. "We'll probably do that
on a Thursday when city hall
opens," he said. "I wanted to be
there because it would make me
look kind of cowardly if [didn't
show up."
Gough is not legally allowed
to turn in the petition because he
is not a resident of Hazel. He has
collected 71 names — more than
twice the number needed to
require a referendum on the
General
2006
November
Election ballot.
Hazel Commissioner Pat
Latimer told the group that 4he
city can do little to fight the petition at this point and would likely focus on providing all the
information about the consequences of unincorporation

III See Page 2A

Fletcher aide invokes Fifth

••••
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By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Whter
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Ernie Fletcher's deputy
chief of staff invoked his constitutional right against selfincrimination and declined to
answer questions Monday from
a special grand jury about political influences in hiring decisions.
Dick Murgatroyd, who formerly served as deputy secretary
of the Transportation Cabinet,
invoked his Fifth Amendment
rights • on the advice of his
of
Smith
lawyer, Jack
Louisville.
Smith said he does not know
enough about the investigation,
or whether Murgatroyd is a tar-

get, to allow his client to testify. Dan Druen, a Transportation
Murgatroyd, like three other Cabinet personnel officer, said
Fletcher administration officials, Druen was not given immunity,
spent less than five minutes but declined to say whether he
Fifth
his
invoked
before the grand jury before also
emerging to meet privately with Amendment rights.
Lawyers for the other witFranklin County Circuit Judge
Cory Meadows of the
nesses,
also
who
Graham,
William
impaneled the grand jury on Transportation Cabinet and
Vince Fields of the Personnel
Monday.
Such a procedure is often Cabinet, left the courthouse
used when prosecutors and- the without taking questions about
judge tell witnesses about their their clients' brief appearances
rights and the consequences of before the grand jury.
Eggert said Druen had done
their decisions about whether to
testify. Prosecutors can also pro- nothing wrong and lobbed some
vide immunity from prosecution criticism at Attorney General
for witnesses, who must then Greg Stumbo's investigation,
testify or be cited for contempt
of court.
Rob Eggert, an attorney for MI See Page 2A

MICHAEL DANN/Ledger 8, Miles photo

Children with the Murray-Calloway County Food Services enjoy being watered
down by the Murray Fire Department Monday at Chestnut Park during the Summer
In the Park program. Kids under 18 years of age are served a free lunch by the
Murray-Calloway County Food Services Monday through Friday through July 22.
Different entertainment follows each lunch as well.

War
Games
JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger
Times photos

Marshall
left,
At far
Latesha
County's
Stevenson (facing camera)
tries to beat Murray's
Morgan Graham to the ball
on a faceoff that started the
second half of their Girls
U13-14 match in Monday's
Second Annual Jackson
Purchase Goalie War at
Murray State University's
Cutchin Field. Meanwhile,
Murray keeper Luke Welch
reaches to get a piece of a
shot from Calloway County
Jason
opponent
Stubblefield. Results on the
competition were unavailable at press time this
morning.

Services
moving,
to share
CDC site
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
When Mattel left in 2001, the
Career Discovery Center was
opened to help displaced workers. Now the center is helping its
neighbors again by sharing its
space with the Calloway County
Adult and Family Education
Center and the state's Office of
Employment Services.
"It's a natural fit. The state
for a long time has been trying
to get into a position to have
one-stop services," said Buddy
Buckingham. who oversees the
funding for the CDC among his
duties as Murray State's coordinator for regional development
and encouraged the move. "It
should help our labor force to
remain current. The three compliment each other extremely
well."
Federal funding originally
created the Career Discovery
Center when Murray's Mattel

•See Page 2A
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SheriffPolicelells

111 Fifth ...

Calloway County Sheriffs Department
was reported at 2:18 p.m. Friday at Ky. 94
accident
• An injury
East. Calloway County Fire-Rescue. Murray Fire Department and
EMS were notified.
• A sapphire and diamond ring was reported stolen at 11:20 p.m.
Fnday from a Roosevelt Road residence in Dexter.
• A guitar and CDs were reported stolen from a residence on
Butterfly Drive at 8:28 a.m. Saturday. A second-degree burglary
case was opened.
• An injury accident was reported on Ky. 121 North and Potts
Road at 1:24 p.m. Saturday. Kentucky State Police handled it.
• An injury accident was reported at 8 p.m. Saturday on Ky. 444.
• A third-degree burglary case was opened after a caller reported
an attempted burglary at 6:03 a.m. Sunday at a Dunbar Road
residence.
Murray Police Department
• After a security check at Amerihost Inn at 2:34 a.m. Monday,
extra patrol was requested because a truck had been broken into
for the past two nights.
• Extra patrol was requested because the past three Sundays
sompone stole the money from The Courier-Joumal machine at
Kroger. The owner reported it happening most likely between 3
and 5 a.m.
• Jessica Huscussion was arrested for two counts of theft by
unlawful taking less than $300.
• Someone reported Monday the parking light covers off a truck
at 207 Woodlawn stolen.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies.

From Front
?Mich he called a "political
witch hunt."
Eggert said Stumbo should
he asked whether he has ever
recommended anyone for a state
job. "If that's the allegation.
Stumbo ought to indict himself,"
Eggert said.
Smith. a former federal prosecutor, said he has not reviewed
all the evidence but said he has
show
to
nothing
seen
Murgatroyd did anything wrong.
"I think I know a crime when
it comes along.- Smith said.
The special grand jury
resumed w ork Tuesday with
several Transportation Cabinet
officials assembled to testify,
including acting Secretary Bill
Nighbert and deputy Secretary
Jim Adams.
Also scheduled to testify
were David Ray, the cabinet's
inspector general, and Mike
Duncan, recently fired by
Nighbert as Ray's investigator.
Ray's office was poised to look
into the allegations of personnel
misconduct in the cabinet but
was halted by Nighbert.
The pace of the special grand
jury investigation began quickly
Monday after a short interruption when chief prosecutor Scott
asked
Crawford-Sutherland
Graham to conduct the impaneling of the special grand jury in
secret. Several news organizations, including The Associated
Press, objected to the closure.
and Graham asked numerous
questions of prospective grand
jurors in open court.
Several prospective jurors
were dismissed when they said
they worked in state government
and might feel pressure, were
politically active in the 2003
gubernatorial campaign or
worked in agencies in state government that are of special interest to investigators.
The 16 grand jurors, including four alternates, are likely to
meet at least twice a week for
some time. Graham told them.
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Lawmakers want more info
on costs of CATS testing

own Crier
• The Murray Board of
Zoning Adjustments will meet
at 4:30 p.m today at city hall.
The agenda includes public
hearings to consider allowing
non-related people to live in a
single-family residential zone
at 1702 Olive St. and to consider a conditional use permit
for a fraternity in a multi-family
residential zone at 103 N. 16th
St.
III The Calloway County
Board of Education will meetin
in regular session Thursday at
6 p.m. at the board office.
Agenda items include recognition of retiring employees,
information on the CCHS construction project, and propoed
change in preschool schedule
for 2005-06 and county WrapAround Child Care4 and After
School program.
• To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky lawmakers want a
better gauge on how much time
and money schools around the
state spend on student assessments as officials prepare to
seek bids on a new testing contractor.
One study currently under
way says during the 2004 fiscal
year schools spent almost $78
per pupil — about $37.2 million
overall — administering the
Commonwealth
statewide
Accountability • Testing Sy stem.
That includes funding from state
and local governments.
The report is being conducted
by the state Office of Education
Accountability.
According to the draft report,
the state's share of CATS testing
in 2004 was about $20.7 million, or about $43.50 per pupil.

At the local level for that period,
schools spent about $16.4 million, for an average of just more
than $34 per pupil, according to
the report.
However, there was "significant variation" between the
amounts spent by different
schools and central offices
throughout the state, the report
found. The exact reason for the
variation was unknown.
Senate Majority Leader Dan
Kelly, R-Springfield, said he
wants a more detailed report that
includes bow .toothit ;coma for
teachers to administer Lbc test
over a two-week period each

year.
"Time is money." Kelly said.
Among 281 teachers who
responded to a survey for the
report, about half said they spent
about 20 percent or less of their
time preparing students for
assessment tests. And about half
said they spent more than 20
percent of their time preparing
students.
Rep. Harry Moberly, DRichmond, said he was not concerned about the percentage of
time spent preparing for the test
provided iris'"trultdoing what
we want it to do."

WEATHER
Tonight will be
mostly cloudy.
HIGH:
Wednesday will
be partly cloudy
with highs in the
upper 80s.
LOW: Wednesday
night will be
partly cloudy
with lows in the
Y
upper 60s.

89

68

From Front
before the referendum comes to
a vote next year.
The commission has produced a list of about 25 benefits
of incorporation that they say
will be circulated to voters;
however it is now under revision
to ensure that it is complete.
Mason pledged her support in
getting out the list. "I just want
to say that I support Hazel continuing as a city. I think the
mayor and the commission are
doing a good job and I'm willing
to go door-to-door if I have to
and give out that list," she said.

Pittman told the commission
that some who have signed the
paperwork have indicated to
him that they might have
changed their minds.
"I've had some that told me
that they had signed the petition,
but they're not going to vote that
way," he said.
Gough's move to unincorporate the city is related to a dispute with the commission over
enforcement of a city occupational licensing ordinance that
would require vendors doing
business inside the city's antique
malls to pay for a business
license.
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008 LAWN TRACTOR
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In a move related to the dispute, the mayor's speciallyappointed ad hoc Occupational
Ordinance Committee obtained.
the commission's approval to
proceed with distribution of a
dealer survey. The survey is
designed to gather information
from vendors about their support or opposition to paying the
fee if all the money collected
were channeled into efforts to
promote business in the city.
also
commission
The
approved the committee's proposal to designate any money
collected by the city on occupational fees to be used for 'advertising and other efforts to promote business.
Pittman pointed out that the
dispute had continued in Hazel
for about 15 years and he would
like to see it end.
"This has gone on long
enough and I would just like to
see us bring an end to it as fairly
as we can," he said.
In other business, the commission:
IN approved a move by
Pittman to lower the speed limit
on all city streets to 26 miles per
hour. Pittman told the commission that signs had already been
purchased and would be placed
as soon as a notice had been
printed in the Murray Ledger &

Times. The ordinance will not
affect U.S. 641 and Stateline
Road through Hazel.
IN appointed Pittman to write
a letter to the state Department
of Transportation asking them to
place a "Reduced Speed Limit
Ahead" sign on U.S. 641 north
of Hazel just outside the city to
warn motorists that the speed
limit would drop from 55 mph to
35 mph.
The move is based on a
request from a local business
that complained about the high
rate of speed by vehicles moving
through the area that is a threat
to customers trying to get out of
their parking lot.
"There is going to be an accident out there if we don't slow
them down." Pittman said.
•approved a recommendation by Commissioner Nancy
Mieure that local businesses be
allowed to place a link or a Web
page on the city's Web site for
the purpose of advertising.
Mieure told the commission that
she had brokered the deal with
Kentucky Lake Productions.
She said the city will not be
involved in the details, but that
any business wanting to take
advantage of the opportunity
would have to make their
arrangements.
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plant moved its operations to
Mexico. MSU oversees the
funding, which comes from
many available sources. CDC
staff members work with
Webasto and Pella Corp., as well
as provide other assessments
and on-the-job training.
Those duties compliment
what the Adult and Family
Education Center has been
doing. For almost 30 years the
center has provided free education services to Calloway
County residents. At the center,
people have learned to read,
improved skills to pass preemployment, prepared for and
earned their GEDs, studied for
the ACT and other college
exams, learned parenting and
financial skills and learned
English as a second language.
Budget cuts threatened the
adult education services, but
moving from North Fourth
Street to the CDC building on
North 12th Street will increase
its presence with the business
community.
The move will begin at the
end of this month and the adult

education center will reopen
July 18.
"If you are more informed
about the services in the community, you can better recommend them," said Anica Smith,
Adult and Family Education
Center's service coordinator and
an instructor. "We'll bring the
best out in each other."
Smith said being closer to
where business and industry
leaders already come will help
people seeking training or educational services.
"It'll help the folks who need
employment services or are
coming to the Career Discovery
Center for the other services.
We'll be right there," she said.
"We won't lose them and we'll
be able to make face-to-face
contact."
The new hours at the
Calloway County Adult and
Family Education Center will be
from 9 a.m. to noon and 1 to
and
Monday
p.m.
4:30
Wednesday, 11 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Tuesday and II a.m. to 8 p.m.
Thursday. Testing only is provided from 9 a.m. to noon
Friday.
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PADUCAH, Ky. — The Kentucky Transportation Cabinet's
Department of Highways reduced traffic to one lane on the
Canton Bridge in Trigg County today. The bridge carries U.S.
68-KY 80 traffic across Lake Barkley and the Cumberland River.
The bridge is nine miles west of Cadiz on U.S. 68 at the eastern entrance to the Land Between the Lakes.
The Canton Bridge will be restricted to one lane from approximately 7 a.m. to 5 p.m. each day to allow a contractor to make
routine repairs to the deck curbs and guardrail. Traffic delays
should last no more than about five minutes in each direction.
The work is expected to take about three weeks, depending on
weather.
Approximately 3,000 vehicles per day cross the Canton
Bridge.

Patients vow it's
'business as usual'
despite S.C. ruling

a
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Ky.
PADUCAH,
Department of Highways personnel plan to conduct the following maintenance activities in
Calloway County through June
10.
Ky. 893 East will be closed
for bridge repair while core
drilling is planned on Ky 893
West today and Wednesday.
Slope mowing will take place
throughout the week on U.S.
641, Ky. 94 and Ky. 1346 while
herbicide spraying will also take
place through Friday on Ky.
1550 and Ky 893. Mowing will
take place on Ky. 748, Ky. 774,
Ky 821, Ky. 822, Ky. 1327, Ky.
1660, Ky. 2075 and Ky. 2594
through Friday.
Maintenance activities are
scheduled on a tentative basis
and are subject to change
depending on weather conditions, emergencies, and other
factors beyond the condbl of the
Department of Highways. To
report a pothole or other problem on any state maintained
road, call the Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet's tollfree pothole repair line at 1-800PATCH IT, or 1-800-728-2448.
Motorists are urged to use
caution in work areas, and to be
alert for flaggers, workers,
equipment, which may block a
portion of the roadway, and
other items of concern in work
zones. They should pay attention to warning signs alerting
them of the road work and obey

ii

a

AP Photo
Cancer patient Christopher Campbell sits by his bedside
at his home Monday in Portland, Ore. Campbell who has
a medical marijuana card, said he will not cease using the
drug that he takes in order to quell his pain and improve
his appetite. State health officials suspended issuing
medical marijuana cards to patients on Monday in
response to a U.S. Supreme Court ruling that federal
authorities may prosecute sick people whose doctors
approve marijuana use to ease pain.

Richard H. Stout, M.D.
ASTHMA & ALLERGY CLINIC
Practice and specialized training dedicated exclusively to
eczema
the treatment of asthma. hay fever, sinus diseases.
and other allergic disorders in children and adults.
•

No Referral Necessary • New Patients Welcome

753-7451 • 2957 Hwy. 641 N., Murray, KY 42071
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JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo

Sammy Smith of the Kentucky Department of Transportation used a backhoe to begin
dismantling a bridge on East State Line Road around four miles east of Hazel Monday
afternoon. This came on the first day of what is expected to be a four to six-month-long
State
project to replace the decaying bridge, located at the 23rd mile marker of East
period.
that
during
Line. Motorists are asked to find alternate routes
work zone speed limits where
applicable. The Kentucky

Department of Highways maintains nearly 259 miles of roads

in Calloway County.

Our rates will bring
you a nice return.
But it's our people
who will
bring you back.
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Maintenance work includes bridge repair

Enforcement
Drug
the
By The Associated Press
crack down
will
on
Administrati
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
A steady stream of customers on medical marijuana users. The
filed into the Love Shack,,where Justice Department didn't comanybody with a city-issued ment Monday.
Paul Arrnentano of the
cannabis card could buy $5 pot
Organization for the
National
brownies or spend up to 20 minutes inhaling premium marijua- Reform of Marijuana Laws said
arrests of ailing patients have
na that sells for $320 an ounce.
been rare, but the government
the
at
usual
as
business
It was
medical marijuana club — one has arrested more than 60 people
of dozens in San Francisco — in medical marijuana raids since
even after the Supreme Court September 2001.
Most of those arrests have
ruled Monday that people who
in California — the first
been
purpossmoke pot for medicinal
es can be prosecuted for violat- state to allow medical marijuana, in 1996. On Monday, Gov.
ing federal drug laws.
Crime fighters in California Arnold Schwarzenegger, who
and other states with medical has previously supported use of
marijuana laws insisted they pot by sick peopli. sAd only: "It
were not about to start looking is now up to Congress to provide
for reasons to shut down the dis- clarity."
In Montana, the 119 residents
pensaries. But Dwion Gates,
who was sitting next to a pair of who paid $200 to get on the
bongs, said he's "a little bit state's confidential registry
won't face state prosecution,
shaken."
state Attorney General
said
"I'm hoping that San
Francisco will continue to be the Mike McGrath. He said the state
compassionate place it has been is not obligated to help federal
in allowing places like this to authorities prosecute people folexist legally," said Gates, 48, lowing state law.
While the Supreme Court
who smokes pot regularly to
treat the pain from a bullet justices expressed sympathy for
two seriously ill California
lodged in his back since 1983.
women who brought the case,
strike
not
does
ruling
The
down medical marijuana laws in the majority agreed that federal
California, Alaska, Colorado, agents may arrest even sick peoHawaii, Maine, Montana, ple who use the druras well as
Nevada, Oregon, Vermont or the people who grow pot for
Washington state. And state and them.
Dana May, of Aurora, Colo..
local authorities in most of those
states said they have no interest said he will probably stop smokin arresting people who smoke ing pot because of the ruling,
pot because their doctors recom- even though marijuana eases the
debilitating pain of a nerve dismend it to ease pain.
"It'll change my entire
ease.
than
more
Oregon, where
10,000 residents hold medical world," he said. "I'm afraid
marijuana cards, stopped issuing they'll come after me."
Other patients said they were
new cards on Monday, but elsewhere officials assured the pub- determined to continue smoking.
lic the situation was status quo.
"I don't care whether it's
"People shouldn't panic.
or illegal," said cancer
legal
There aren't going to be many
Christopher Campbell,
patient
Attorney
California
changes,"
General Bill Lockyer said. 58, of Portland, Ore. Campbell
"Nothing is different today than suffers from lymphoma and has
it was two days ago, in terms of had his spleen removed, along
with portions of his pancreas
real world impact."
stomach.
and
whether
seen
be
to
remains
It
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Lake Barkley bridge
traffic down to one lane
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FORUM
A Room of One's Own
Sherry Hurley was born in
Marshall County. grew up on
Jonathan Creek, went to
University of Kentucky, and
then lived and worked in
Lexington until September
2001. That's when she was
hired by the Kentucky
Foundation
for Women
to manage
Hopscotch
House. a
retreat and
resicfency
center for
artists near
Louisville,
Ky.
Less than Main Street
five miles
By Constance
from upscale
Alexander
shopping
malls, trendy Ledger & Times
Columnist
restaurants
and not one
but two
Starbucks,
Hopscotch House sits on a 400acre spread a few miles off the
Gene Snyder Expressway.
Though real estate in the area is
booming Mc-mansions
springing up like designer dandelions — Hopscotch House is
magically outside of the fray.
Rolling hills and breathtaking
woodlands are the most obvious
features of the rustic landscape.
while smaller details — like
lush wineberry bushes that
reach their peak near the 4th of
July — become noticeable once
a visitor is acquainted with the
terrain.
For Sherry Hurley, moving
to the grounds of Hopscotch
House was like being home
again. "I feel like I've come full
circle," she says. "Living here,
being in the country inspires
Inc
A major part of Sherry's job
is to manage facilities that
include a sprawling renovated
farmhouse that dates back to
1848, as well as barns, out
buildings and artists' studios. In
spite of plenty of practical tasks
to attend ,to each day. Sherry
makes sure she takes time to
enjoy the simple splendor of the
bucolic setting.
"Lately, a lot of wild turkeys
have been on the grounds," she
explains, "and I hear them and
see them looking for mates. Just
the other day," she continues,"I
spotted a hawk carrying a snake
and, on one of the back farm
lanes. I discovered a box turtle
rolled over on its back."
These are the same details of
rural life that captivate the
artists who come to stay at
Hopscotch House to do their
creative work. Since 1987,
when Foundation benefactor
Sallie Bingham made the place
available for use by women
writers and artists, Hopscotch
House has hosted hundreds of
women at various stages of
their creative development.
Lynn Pruett, KFW grant
recipient and author of the
acclaimed novel Ruby River,
prepared her manuscript for

Read Main Street online at
www murrayledger corn.
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The Strange Case of the
37th State Senate District

publication while at Hopscotch
House. "I am so grateful," Lynn
remarked. "I could not have
done this necessary work on
deadline if I'd been at home. It
was an incredibly focused and
productive time."
Liz Bussey Fentress, playFRANKFORT - The strange case of the
wright and former executive
37th State Senate District election of 2004
director of Murray's Playhouse just gets curiouser and curiouser and isn't
in the Park, has penned most of likely to be resolved soon.
her recent creative work amidst
It also is the ideal example of how the
the serenity of Hopscotch
partisan divisions in the Senate threaten to
House, as has this columnist.
overwhelm what little remains of the notion
This summer, in an effort to
that Republicans and
broaden the reach of Kentucky
Democrats can reach a
Foundation for Women, Sherry
reasonable accommodaHurley is implementing a pilot
tion in the best interests
program. She is inviting women
of the state and the
artists who live in Kentucky to
chamber itself.
.
apply for one- or two-week resAt issue is a lawsuit
idencies at Hopscotch House
filed by Democratic canbetween July 5 - 20. A stipend
didate Virginia
of $400 per week will be
Woodward the day
offered on an as-needed basis
before the November,
for meals, transportation, child2004 election charging
Agree Or that her Republican
care, replacement of lost wages,
Not
and artist supplies.
opponent for the 37th
The deadline for applications By Todd Duvall District Senate seat,
Dana Seum Stephenson,
is June 13. Artists of all profiSyndicated
did not meet the consticiency levels are encouraged to
Columnist
tutional residency
apply in the following discirequirement that a candiplines: performing, visual, literdate must live in the disary or media arts.
"Artists do not have to be a
trict for six years before the election.
Stephenson went on to win that election
Foundation grant recipient,"
Sherry points out. She goes on by a bit more than 1,000 votes.
Yet the winning candidate had lived in
to mention that applicants are
asked to describe their commit- Indiana from 1997 to 2001. She had voted
ment to feminist art and social
in Indiana and obtained an Indiana driver's
license.
change, and to outline a work
plan for their residency.
A judge in Louisville, where the Senate
district is located, found Stephenson did not
It was 1929 when Virginia
meet the residency requirement. A special
Woolf asserted,"A woman
Senate committee found the same.
must have money and a room
The Republican majority in the Senate,
of her own if she is to write fichowever, voted to seat Stephenson nonethetion." Organizations like
less.
Kentucky Foundation for
Woodward then went to Franklin Circuit
Women have embraced this
Court, which prevented Stephenson from
concept and applied it to residencies at Hopscotch House. In
the hope that more women from
all regions of the state will take
advantage of the amenities.
Sherry Hurley encourages
applicants who have had no
prior contact with the
Foundation to take the leap and
send in a proposal.
"We're looking for women
of diverse ages, backgrounds,
disciplines and experience levels" she says. "I particularly
encourage women who are
working on their first artistic
efforts. We have the space and
you bring the work. You can
leave the other responsibilities
at home."
For more information about
Hopscotch House summer residencies, call Sherry Hurley at
502-228-4875. Her email is
sherry@kfw.org.
The Kentucky Foundation
for Women site is
www.kfw.org. The complete
text of Virginia Woolf's "A
Room of One's Own" is available online at
http://etext.library.adelaide.edu.
au/w/woolf/virginia/w91r/

s-pa

Stephenson

taking any action in
the Senate during its
2005 session or to be
paid as a senator. The
Kentucky Supreme
Court refused to overrule that order.
So the people of the
37th Senate District
went unrepresented in
a legislative session
that passed a budget
and raised and lowered

taxes.
Last week, Circuit Judge William
Graham handed down his final decision on
the matter, again saying Stephenson did not
meet the constitutional residency requirement and thus could not be on the ballot.
Graham, however, did not give the seat to
Woodward, but instead said the final resolution was up to the Senate, which is on
record supporting Stephenson no matter
what.
How will this play out?
Stephenson plans to appeal. Woodward
may also appeal.
The people of the 37th Senate District
still don't have representation while interim
committees meet regularly on issues that
will come before the General Assembly in
2006.
An expedited appeal of Graham's ruling
to the Supreme Court could settle the question one way or another before the legislature next meets. And it would be surprising
if the state's highest court were to agree
with Senate Republican arguments that the
courts have no jurisdiction because of the
separation of powers doctrine or that the
Senate majority can declare a non-resident
is in fact a resident despite the facts of the
matter

In fact, quoting an
earlier court case.
Graham said, "The
legislature cannot
make a buzzard a bull
by merely saying it
is.
The most reasonable solution, of
course, is for the high
court to order a new
to fill the
election
d
Woodwar
vacancy. If Woodward
runs again, surely Jefferson County
Republican Party officials can find a capable candidate who can pass constitutional
muster. And the voters of the 37th District,
not judges or Senate Republican leaders,
will have the final say on which candidate
They want in the Senate representing them.
And when this is all over, it is time once
again to take a look at a constitution that
was written and adopted in 1891. At that
time, a six-year residency requirement for a
Senate candidate made sense because of the
extremely rural nature of the state and travel was largely by horseback over rutted
roadways. To understand the needs of a district and its voters, you had to live there for
a long time.
Stephenson's Indiana residence, however, was perhaps 20 minutes by car on fourlane highways from the 37th District. The
entire area is covered by the same media.
Her family lived in the 37th District. She
probably does know it as well as
Woodward.
A residency requirement is still necessary. but surely no more than a year, possibly two. Six years is as absurd as the idea
that 20 votes in the Senate can turn a buzzard into a bull.
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Poll: Americans think religion, politics should mix
By WILL LESTER
Associated Press.Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Americans are far more likely
to consider religion central to
their lives and to support giving
clergy a say in public policy
than people in nine countries
that are close allies, according
to an AP-Ipsos poll. Yet, the
U.S. embrace of faith has its
limits.
Religion and public policy
often mix in the United States.
Recent examples include the
bitter fight over the appointment ofjudges and the fate of
Terry Schiavo, the brain-damaged woman whose feeding
tube was removed despite
efforts by the GOP-led
Congress.
When politicians in this
country try to blend religion
and politics, they find a comparatively receptive climate.
Nearly all U.S. respondents
said faith was important to them
and only 2 percent said they did
not believe in God, according to
the polling conducted for the
AP by Ipsos.
Almost 40 percent in this
country said religious leaders
should try to sway policymakers, notably higher than in other
countries.
"Our nation was founded on
Judeo-Christian policies and
religious leaders have an obligation to speak out on public
policy, otherwise they're
wimps," said David Black, a
retiree from Osborne, Pa., who
agreed to be interviewed after
he was polled.
Still, 61 percent said they
didn't think religious leaders
should influence government
decisions. "I think religion and

politics are too closely intertwined in this country," said
Dillon Hickman, a businessman
from Uniontown, Ohio, near
Akron."A lot of religious leaders take too active a position in
politics. And it's getting moreSO."
In Western Europe, where
Pope Benedict XVI complains
that growing secularism has left
churches unfilled on Sundays,
people are the least likely to
believe among the 10 countries
surveyed for The Associated
Press by Ipsos.
Only Mexicans come close
to Americans in embracing
faith, among the countries
polled. But unlike Americans,
Mexicans strongly object to
clergy lobbying lawmakers, in
line with the nation's historical
opposition to church influence.
"The United States is a much
more religious country than
other similar countries, looks a
lot like what you call developing countries, like Mexico, Iran
,
and Indonesia," said John
Green, an expert on religion and
politics at the University of
Akron.
In the United States, some of
the most pressing policy issues
involve moral questions — such
as gay marriage, abortion and
stem cell research — that
understandably draw religious
leaders into public debate,
Green said.
The poll found Republicans
are much more likely than
Democrats to think clergy
should try to influence government decisions in this country.
For Jason Schindler, a 30year-old Markle, Ind., businessman who has young children,
"Getting away from religion

1 AP-IPSOS POLL I

Separation of religion, government
The majority of people polled in 10 nations said religious leaders
should not try to influence with government policy.
Do you think religious readers should or should not try to
influence government decisions?
1.1 Should
Australia

771 Should not
(1Q01)
Mexico

(No of interviews)
(1,000)

20

Canada

(1,002)

South Korea

(1,000)

21

France

(1,014)

Spain

(1,001)

17

Germany

(1.002)

United States

(1,006)

United Kingdom

(1.001)

2

Italy

(963)

NOTE Poll was taken between May 12-26: margin of error ±3peitentsge points;
for countries root equal to 100 percent, remainder answered 'not sure'
SOURCE: lows-Public Affairs for AP
and overusing the separation of
church and state has put a
damper on our children and
society as a whole."
But Democrat Elizabeth
Brill, a Democrat from
Cleveland, said, "I don't believe
religion and government should
mix."
Many countries other than
the United States have been
through bloody religious conflict that contributes to their
suspicion of giving clergy any
say in policy. But a variety of
factors contribute to that feeling.
In.Spain. where the government subsidizes the Catholic
Church, and in Germany, which
is split between Catholics and
Protestants, people are about

evenly divided over whether
they consider faith important.
The results are almost identical
in Britain, where the state
church. the Church of England,
is struggling to fill pews.
Italians are the only
European exception in the poll.
Eighty percent say religion is
significant to them and just over
half say they unquestioningly
believe in God. But in Italy, as
in other European countries,
enthusiasm is low for the mixing of religion and politics.
The Associated Press-Ipsos
polls of about 1,000 adults in
each of the 10 countries were
taken May 12-26. Each has a
margin of sampling error of
plus or minus 3 percentage
points.
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18 Iraqis killed, 39 wounded by car bombs

Obituaries
Charles Robert Crabtree
Charles Robert Crabtree, 63, Metairie. La.. died unexpectedly at
his home on Monday. June 6, 2005.
Born Dec. 26, 1940, in Bridgeport, Ala., he was the son of Myra
Moore Crabtree of Murray, Ky., and the late George Raymond
Crabtree. Also preceding him in death were one daughter, Lorna
Juliet Crabtree, and one sister, Gina Crabtree Stubblefield.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Lucy Sanchez Crabtree, to
whom he had been married for 43 years; three daughters, Mrs.
Marlene Crabtree Canizales, Caracas, Venezula, and Chattanooga,
Tenn., Mrs. Myra Crabtree LeBlanc, Metairie, and Ms. Issabel
Crabtree, Chattanooga; one son, Charles Edwin Crabtree, Metairie;
four grandchildren, Alexandra Canizales, Christian Canizales,
Rafeal Antonio Canizales and Hannah Crabtree; his mother, Mrs.
Myra Crabtree, eight sisters, Mrs. Gail Dunn and husband, Ray,
Mrs. Suzie Nance and husband, Dale, Mrs. Vicki Moore and husband, Philip, and Mrs. Beth Haneline and husband, Artie, all of
Murray, Ky., Mrs. Ann Kushnick, Mission Viejo, Calif., Mrs. Jean
Moore, Alpharetta, Ga., Mrs. Pam Kamber, Carmel, Ind., and Mrs.
Valerie Kenna, Tampa, Fla.; two brothers, Ronnie Crabtree, of
Murray, and Stephen Crabtree, The Woodlands, Texas.
Services will be held later in the week in Metairie with LeitzEagan Funeral Home there in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Louise Spann
The funeral for Mrs. Louise Spann will be today (Tuesday) at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home.
Kevin Green and Keith Steele will officiate. Burial will follow in the
Hicks Cemetery.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Mrs. Spann, 70, Poplar Street, Murray, died Saturday, June 4,
2005, at St. Thomas Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
She was a member of Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Her husband, Calvin Spann, her father, Culwell Steele, and one
nephew, Roy Don Carroll, all preceded her in death. She was born
Feb. 16, 1935, in Calloway County.
Survivors include her mother, Mrs. Vannie Hicks Steele, one
brother, Roy Steele and wife, Linda, and a sister-in-law, Mrs. Marie
Keel and husband, Max,all of Murray; one sister, Mrs. Betty Carroll
and husband, Glen. Texas; one niece, Deborah Steele, Hardin; one
nephew, Keith Steele and wife, Carol, one great-niece, Ellie Steele,
and two great-nephews, Kaleb Steele and Noah Steele, all of
Benton.

Mrs. Norma lean Koehn

By PAUL GARWOOD
Associated Press Writer
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) —
Four apparently coordinated
bombings in seven minutes
Tuesday killed 18 people and
wounded 39 in northern Iraq,
while a car bomb in Baghdad
injured 28, ending a relative lull
in violence.
Hundreds of U.S. and Iraqi
soldiers descended on the
remote northern city of Tal Afar
near the Syrian border, launching a major operation against
insurgents following weeks of
attacks against Iraqi security
services there, military officials
said.
Two U.S. Marines died
Monday after separate roadside
bombings near Fallujah, 40
miles west of Baghdad, the military said.
Tuesday's attacks in northern
Iraq appeared coordinated and
aimed at checkpoints manned by
Iraq's fledgling army, a constant
target of militants opposed to the
new U.S.-backed government.
The first explosion, caused
by a roadside bomb, rocked
Hawija, about 40 miles southwest of Kirkuk, at around 9:30
a.m. Soon after, three suicide
bombers waiting in cars at army
checkpoints to the west and
north of Hawija struck in quick
succession.
In the deadliest attack, 10
civilians and one soldier were
killed at a checkpoint in Dibis,
two miles west of Hawija, army
Lt. Faleh Ahmed said. Three soldiers and two civilians were
killed at a checkpoint in Bagara,
three miles west of Hawija. Two
soldiers died in a suicide attack
on the Aziziya checkpoint at the
northern entrance to Hawija.
"I was standing some dis-

The funeral for Mrs. Norma Jean Koehn was today (Tuesday) at
10:30 a.m. at Harmony Mennonite Church. Linwood Koehn and
Sam Lehman officiated. Music was by the Harmony Mennonite
Church Choir.
Pallbearers were Bruce Schmidt, Marlin Schmidt, Verlin
Schmidt, Mylan Gearig, Rusty Schmidt and Brad Unruh. Burial was
in the Harmony Mennonite Church Cemetery with arrangements by
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Mrs. Koehn, 54, Ky. 97, Farmington, died Saturday, June 4,
2005, at 9:43 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
By BARRY SCHWEID
A homemaker, she was a member of Harmony Mennonite
AP Diplomatic Writer
the
was
she
Church. Born March 12, 1951, in Chickasha, Okla.,
WASHINGTON (AP)— The
Schmidt.
Sebrant
Lephine
and
Schmidt
Fred
daughter of the late
States met Monday with
United
Four brothers also preceded her in death.
Korea on halting its
North
she
whom
to
Koehn,
Reynold
Survivors include her husband,
weapons program and
nuclear
was married Aug. 1, 1971, in Chickasha. Okla.; two daughters, Mrs.
a threat to try to punwithdrew
and
Idaho,
Plymouth,
New
Rachelle Koehn and husband, Donavon,
Koreans soon with
North
the
ish
Sondra Koehn, Farmington; two sons, Kendall Koehn and wife,
sanctions.
U.N.
Elsie
Mrs.
sisters,
Cindy, and Jason Koehn, all of Farmington; two
The meeting was requested
Unruh and husband, John, Greensburg, Kan., and Mrs. Ruby Unruh,
North Korea and held in New
by
Sharon,
Copeland, Kan.; three brothers, Marvin Schmidt and wife,
where the two sides had
York,
Garden City, Kan., Clayton Schmidt and wife, Glenda, Chickasha,
May 13, State
met
last
Deidre.
,
Okla., and Roy Schmidt, Ulysses, Kan.; three grandchildren
Department spokesman Sean
Dylan and Tyler Koehn.
McCormack said.
The U.S. aim is to resume
Robert William Glover
negotiations after a
six-nation
The funeral for Robert William Glover was Sunday at 7:30 p.m. nearly
impasse.
yearlong
in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Don McCormack and other Bush
Wilson officiated.
administration officials did not
Expressions of sympathy may be made to
say if the talks in New York
Marshall County Long Term, 503 George
made progress in that direction.
McClain Rd., Benton, KY 42025.
But in Tokyo, Japanese Prime
Mr. Glover, 74, Karen Faye Lane, Hardin,
Junichiro Koizumi said
Minister
at
a.m.
12:08
died Saturday, June 4, 2005, at
North Korea wanted
believed
he
Marshall County Long Term Care, Benton.
negotiations and
the
to
return
to
An Army veteran of the Korean Conflict, he
standoff
international
an
resolve
was a retired linesman for Central Telephone Company.
proweapons
nuclear
its
over
Preceding him in death were one grandchild, Jody Ann Glover, gram.
Leroy
Monte
brother,
one
one sister, Lana Nadine Arnould, and
"I believe that North Korea
Glover Jr. He was the son of the late Monte Leroy Glover and Lana really does want somehow to
Margurite Stouffer Glover.
hold six-party talks and resolve
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Amelia Bruce Glover, to whom the matter," the Kyodo news
Ann
he had been married for 51 years; one daughter, Ms. Cindy
agency quoted Koizumi as
Glover, Hardin; three sons, Keith Randall Glover and wife, Donna, telling reporters during a visit to
and
Dixon, Ill., Robert Gale Glover and wife, Debbie. Mayfield,
the 2005 World Expo in Aichi.
Brian Lee Glover and wife, Lucy, Haywood, W.Va.; one sister, Mrs.
In the May 13 meeting, U.S.
Janice Kay Foster, Nokomis, Ill.; one brother, Paul Howard Glover, diplomats had urged the North
Batha,
Bambi
Coleman,
Belvidere, Ill.; four grandchildren, Holly
Koreans to return to the negotiaRandall William Glover and wife, Leslie, and Chad Mitchell Glover; tions. "We are hopeful that
three great-grandchildren.
North Korea will be responding

AP photo
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what
In
Tuesday.
Baghdad
miles north of
checkpoints manned by members of Iraq's fledgling army. three suicide attacks within
seven minutes killed at least 18 people and wounded 39.
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tance from the checkpoint when Hanunoud said.
was unaware if it had been
taris
offensive
Afar
Tal
The
was
I
I heard a big explosion and
thrown onto the ground," Lt. geting "terror suspects" respon- attacked.
The Tal Afar operation came
Sadiq Mohammed 26, whose sible for multiple attacks on
right leg was wounded in the civilians, U.S. Army spokesman a day after U.S. and Iraqi commanders met with nearly 80
Dibis attack, said from his hos- Sgt. John Franzen said.
tribal elders and agreed to
local
helicopU.S.
said
Witnesses
act
terrorist
a
is
"This
bed.
pital
together to end violence"
"work
and
tanks
as
because real resistance should ters flew overhead
the ancient city's
rebuild
and
vehicles
fighting
Bradley
not
troops,
American
only target
Iraqis trying to protect their patrolled the narrow streets, reg- police and government services,
ularly coming under small arms the military said.
country."
The two U.S. Marines died
The three car bombs "were fire. Tal Afar police Capt. Amjad
wounds after roadside
from
suspected
20
about
said
Hashim
coordinated because they hapbombings Sunday and Monday
pened almost at the same time insurgents had been captured.
Hashim also claimed insur- near the volatile city of Fallujah,
and in the same way, where the
drivers of the suicide cars wait- gents fired an anti-aircraft rock- the military said. At least 1,672
ed in lines of traffic before et at a U.S. helicopter, striking it U.S. military members have
in
reaching the checkpoints before and forcing it to return to base. died since the Iraq war began
an
to
according
2003,
two-seat
exploding their cars next the sol- Franzen said an OH-58
diers," police Col. Ahmed reconnaissance helicopter had Associated Press count.

U.S. meets with N. Korea, sanctions withdrawn
soon," White House Press
Secretary Scott McClellan said
Monday. "We continue to urge
North Korea to return to the sixparty talks at an early date without preconditions."
State Department envoy
Joseph DiTrani and James
Foster, who is in charge of the
department's office of Korean
affairs, were the diplomats who
met with North Korean officials.
U.S. officials said the North
Koreans at the meeting were
Ambassador Pak Gil-Yon and
Deputy Ambassador Han SongRyol.
In a conciliatory move,
of
Secretary
meanwhile,
Defense Donald H. Rumsfeld
said in Bangkok. Thailand, that
no deadline had been set to bring
the dispute to the U.N. Security
Council.
Rumsfeld's statement nullified one by a senior defense official traveling with him that there
could be.a decision on going to
the United Nations within
weeks.
U.S. chances of punishing
North Korea with economic or
political sanctions would not be
great, in any event, since China.
which opposes sanctions generally, could veto a U.S. motion.
The insular North Korean
government, meanwhile, has
denounced sanctions as tantamount to a declaration of war.
Rumsfeld said news reports

Miss Goldie Essie Trimble

The funeral for Miss Goldie Essie Trimble was Monday at 1 p.m.
in the chapel of King's Funeral Home, Cadiz. The Rev. Billy Hart
and the Rev. Russell Dunn officiated. Burial was in the Briensburg
Cemetery, Benton.
Miss Trimble, 81, Cadiz, died Friday, June 3, 2005, at 5:45 p.m.
at Trigg County Hospital, Cadiz.
She was of Baptist faith. Preceding her in death were her parents,
Walter Scott Trimble and Lillie Bell Coorner Trimble, and one sister. Survivors include two brothers, Garlon Trimble and wife,
Martha Sue, Murray, and Gene Trimble, New Concord; two sisters,
Mrs. Golene Futrell, Cadiz, and Mrs. Gustie Henson, Benton.
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that the United States was setting a deadline on U.N. action
were "incorrect and mischievous."
Word that the two sides had
been in touch, at least by telephone, gave way Monday to the
disclosure that new talks had
been held in New York. But it
did not soften North Korean
rhetoric.
The state-run Korean Central
News Agency excoriated the
United States in several commentaries, saying the nuclear
standoff cannot be defused "as
long as the U.S. clings only to its
anachronistic hostile policy
toward the DPRK."
In the meantime, before
Rumsfeld stepped in, Secretary
of State Condoleezza Rice disagreed with the anonymous
Pentagon official's statement
that action in the United Nations

could be imminent.
"I think the idea that within
weeks we are going to decide
one way or another is a little forward-leaning. I would say," Rice
told reporters traveling with her
to a meeting of the Organization
of American States in Fort
Lauderdale, Fla.
"I don't put timelines on
things, and I think the president,
he doesn't put timelines on
issues," Rice said.
Last week, at an unanin
meeting
nounced
Washington, senior American
negotiator Christopher Hill met
with South Korean and Japanese
diplomats and reaffirmed the
strategy of using diplomacy to
induce North Korea to halt its
nuclear weapons programs.
The talks involve North and
South Korea, the U.S., Japan.
China and Russia.

Investments Since 1854... Our best investment is you.
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Microsoft
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Time
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COMMUNITY
Thompson crowned queen
of Mountain Laurel Festival
PIKEVILLE, Ky.. - Chelsee
L. Thompson of Murray was
crowned the 2005 Kentucky
Mountain Laurel Festival Queen
during the 75th annual Memorial Day weekend festival in
Pineville. She represented Murray State University and was
the first queen named from
MSU since 1995.
Thompson is a junior elementary education and French
major at Murray State. She is
the daughter of Tony and Krista
Thompson. Her pageant escort
was Drew Kennedy Thompson.
She held the title of 2004
Miss Murray State University
and also formerly reigned as
queen over the Murray Calloway County Fair.
The four-day festival was
held at Pine Mountain State
Resort Park May 26-29 and
attracted visitors from all across
Kentucky as well as neighboring states of Tennessee and
Virginia. Contestants are comprised of entrants from Kentucky's colleges and universities.
The prestigious Kentucky
Mountain Laurel Festival is

Coca-Cola Talent Classic
will be held at local fair

Wedding

1

Murray47alloway County Fair has been
sanctioned by the Kentucky State Fair to
host a preliminary round of the Coca-Cola
Talent Classic.
The Fair Board, along with Reynolds
Management, are now accepting entries
for the local contest to be held at the local
fairgrounds on June 14 at 7 p.m.
Amateur entertainers between the ages
of 13 and 21 who win a sanctioned preJo's
liminary contest are invited to come to
Datebook Louisville during the 2005 Kentucky State
By Jo Burkeen Fair to showcase their skills for a share
Community
of $5,500 in cash and prizes. Local winEditor
ners will be able to be in the Coca-Cola
Talent Classic stage in August.
com
Rules and entry forms are available online at mccfair.
or reynoldsmanagement.com.

sday
Oaks' golf canceled Wedne
Club will not
Chelsee L. Thompson
billed as the oldest continuous
event of its kind in the United States. The coronation pageant began in 1931 as a tribute to Dr. Thomas Walker, the
first European to enter Kentucky. and who along with a
party of explorers visited the
present site of Pineville in
1750. It has been held annually since then except for the
years of 1942-47 during World
War II.

Debbie and Phil Sparks

New Beginnings hears
Sparks couple speak
New _Beginnings, a branch
of Westside Jail/Prison Ministry,
recently featured Debbie and
Phil Sparks in a seminar titled
"Basic Counseling Skills for
Christians."
The seminar exposed lay
persons to basic counseling
skills designed to identify and
bring healing to emotional
wounds that keep people from
experiencing the reality of the
life of Christ in themselves.
The sessions revealed how

the truth of Scripture can be
used to free people from lifecontrolling problems, enabling
them to live fuller, more productive lives.
New Beginnings meets the
first and third Saturdays of
each month at the fellowship
hall of St. Leo Catholic Church.
The sessions start with a potluck
meal at 6:30 p.m. The public is invited to each and every
session.

Mr. and Mrs. Patrick Singleton

7

Murray meeting Wednesday
p.m.

at the Murray
A Meeting will be Wednesday at I
to finalize
Street
13th
South
on
building
Education
of
Board
plans for the Alumni All-Class Reunion scheduled July 2 at
Murray High School. Interested persons are encouraged to
attend.

5

CCPAS Council will meet

8

Aimee Rene Henson and Patrick Wayne Singleton were married Saturday, Dec. II. 2004, at Gardenside Baptist Church.
Lexington. Brian Monroe officiated. Music was by David Dale.
pianist and Judy Gallenstein, soloist.
The bride is the daughter of Michael Henson of Mayfield
and Linda King of Paducah. The groom is the son of James
and Jean Singleton of Lexington.
The bride is the granddaughter of Bob and Laura McDougal of Nashville. Carl and Ann Sarten of Clinton, and Gerry
Scott and Rollie Henson of Benton. The groom is the grandson of the late Claud and Mabel Montgomery and the late
Otis and Mayme Singleton.
Bridesmaids were Kimberly Dunn of Lima, Ohio, Lori Henson of Paducah and Brooke Henson of Paducah. all sisters of
the bride, Cathy Taylor of Lexington, sister of the groom. Kennette Jones of Murray and Christi Conner of Charlottesville,
Va.
The aisle carpet was pulled by Gage and Garrett Dunn of
Lima, Ohio, nephews of the bride.
Groomsmen were Nathaniel Wright, Jason Marshall. Dr. Clay
Rhodes, and Gregg Taylor, all of Lexington, Jeff Wheeler of
Virginia Beach, Va., and Clay Conner of Charlottesville, Va.
A reception followed at the Lone Oak Country Club in
Nicholasville.
Hope Cruz, cousin of the groom, attended the guest registry.
The bride is a 1999 graduate of Calloway County High
School and a 2004 graduate of the University of Kentucky
with a bachelor's degree in business administration. She is employed
as a human resources generalist by LINPAC Materials Handling in Georgetown.
The groom is a 1995 graduate of Lafayette High School
and a 1999 graduate of the University of Kentucky with a
bachelor's degree in accounting. He is employed by Crowe
Chizek and Co. in Lexington.
After a honeymoon at the Biltmore Estate in Asheville, N.C.,
the couple is residing in Lexington.

Marinoff named on honor roll
JACKSON, Tenn. — Jackson State Community College
has announced the honor roll
for the spring semester 2005.

Shaina Nadia Marinoff of
Murray, Ky.,.was named to the
honor roll.

BirthAnnouncements

Woods named on dean's list
GEORGETOWN, Ky. —
Mitchell Ray Woods has been
named to the dean's list for
the spring semester at Georgetown College, according to Dr.
Rosemary Allen, provost/dean
of the college.
Students named to the dean's

have golf
The Ladies of the Oaks Country
of
play on Wednesday as the course will be closed for repair
the greens.

list must have completed 52
semester hours with a cumulative grade point average of
3.5.
Woods is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Danny R. Woods of
Murray.

Choose

YOUR PATHWAY

Achieve
YOUR DREAMS

West Kentucky Community
6 Technical Col1eg8
Nursing Education Mobility
Pathway Program allows
qualified individuals
to reach their nursing
carver goals.

Nursing Assistant
Licensed Wks'Nursing
Registered Parsing
Call or visit us online! .13..qtc.P.

8
(210)534-341
kctcs.edu

Aubrey Nicole Coleman

Michael Eugene Coleman Jr. and Christina Dawn West of
Mayfield are the parents of a daughter, Aubrey Nicole Coleman, born on Saturday, May 21, 2005, at 1:40 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 6 pounds II ounces and measured 19
inches. Three sisters are Montana Coleman, 'Amber Coleman
and Kiera Williams.
Paternal grandparents are Paula Sanders and Mike Coleman, both of Murray. Maternal grandparents are Alita Frields
of Mayfield and Billy West of Murray.

Tyson Lee Searer

Timothy Lee Searer and Heather Dawn Myers are the parents of a son, Tyson Lee Searer, born on Thursday. May 26,
2005. at 4:56 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 6 pounds 4 ounces and measured 19
inches.
Grandparents are Larry and Dora Searer of Elkhart, Ind.,
and Janie Underwood of Dexter.
A great-grandmother is Margie Lyons of Dexter.

CCHS Council will meet

Calloway County High School Site-based Decision Making
Council will meet Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. in the media center.

ance
Veterans will be given assistfree
counseling

Veterans and their families will be given
and assistance in filing claiens for state and federal benefits
Wednesday from 9 a.m. to noon at the National Guard Armory,
Highway 121 North, Murray. Ron McClure, regional field representative of Kentucky Department of Veterans Affairs, will
give the assistance. For information call 1-877-812-0840.

We have a full service
food and lounge that can
be tailored to your needs.
?OD Please call 270-762-0068
• ;

V
11

SS representative here Thursdayation

will
A representative of the Social Security Administr
be at the Calloway Public Library on Thursday from 10:30
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. to assist persons in filing forms. For information call 1-800-772-1213.

MES Council will meet

Murray Elementary School Site-based Council will meet Thursday at 3:30 p.m. in the conference room.

Chapter changes meeting date

The Senior Moments Chapter of the Red Hat Society has
changed its meeting from Thursday to June 16 at 10 a.m. at
the annex of Calloway Public Library. Anyone wishing to join
the chapter, contact Paula Clark at 436-5096.

Panhellenic group forming

A National Panhellenic Alumnae group for the southwest
Kentucky and northwest Tennessee area will be formed in
September. National Panhellenic Council sorority alumnae interested in joining contact Christine Barr at 1-731-644-3928 for
information. Members of all NPC groups are encouraged to
participate. especially those from Murray State University.

Need Line lists special needs

Need Line of Murray and Calloway County is low on several items to fill the baskets for the clients. Food needs are
peanut butter and crackers. Personal hygiene and cleaning supply needs are bath tissue, dish liquid, bleach and shampoo.
Cooler needs are fresh eggs. Brown paper bags are also needed. These may be taken to the Need Line office in Weaks
Community Center from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through
Friday.

Senior Citizens promotion today
-Calloway Coun-

A rebate day at Captain D's for the Murray
ty Senior Citizens will be today. according to Rowena Emerson, AARP Chapter committee chairman for the Senior Citizens. Persons are asked to place their receipts in the box on
the counter marked for Senior Citizens.

NAMI meeting will be tonight

The local 'affiliate of the Notional Alliance of the Mentally ill will meet tonight at 6 p.m. for a brainstorming session
in the private dining rooms I and 2 of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Issues relevant to mental health care in this
area will be discussed. Also support groups for persons with
mental illness and their families will be conducted. All interested persons are invited.
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Calloway County Middle School Site-based Decision Making Council will meet Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. in the media
center.

The Murray
Country Club
has dates available for your
reception, class reunion, pool
party, golf outing or any event.
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VSTRANCE
753-4703

•Free In-Home Estimates
•Financing Available
•Window Blinds
•Professional Installation
•100% Satisfaction Guarantee
•All Major Brands of Ceramic,
Carpet, Vinyl. Hardwood,
Laminate and Commercial
Flooring
CALL CONNIE PACE FOR YOUR
FREE IN HOME ESTIMATE'
Office:(866)936-6600
Cell: (270) 293-8086
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FARM
Goats may be replacement for tobacco
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CYNTHIANA, Ky.(AP) —
Larry Yearsley spent years
growing burley tobacco but now
has found a new endeavor, as a
sign on his farm proclaims:
"You Are Entering Boer Goat
Country."
Yearsley bought his first
goats five years ago. His herd
has grown to more than 80 nannies and kids on the farm where
he grew up, renamed Just
Kiddin' Boer Goats Farm.
The 58-year-old farmer sees
goats as a bright spot in
Kentucky agriculture for farmers seeking a replacement for
lost tobacco income.
He is not alone.
Kentucky's goat population
ranks sixth nationally with
70,000 animals, according to a
survey released this year by the
Kentucky Agricultural Statistics
Service. In 1997, the goat population was 16,223.
Most are boer goats from
South Africa, bred for their
meat. Some fanners are raising
milk goats, hoping to make
gourmet goat cheese and ice
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cream.
"We're not even scratching
the surface in meeting demand,"
said Ray Bowman. a Franklin
County goat farmer and president of the Kentucky Goat
Producers Association. "Fifty
percent of the goat eaten in the
United States is imported."
The demand comes from a
growing ethnic population, particularly Muslims, Hispanics
and Indians, who eat goat,
Bowman Said.
A survey of the state's meat
goat indultry in 2002 estimated
that more than 3.5 million goat
consumers live within a 250mile radius of Kentucky, said
Tess Caudill, goat marketing
specialist with the Kentucky
Department of Agriculture.
Little of the goat meat produced in Kentucky stays in the
state. It is shipped to metropolitan areas such as St. Louis,
Memphis, Chicago and New
York.
Goat meat is nutritious —
low in fat and calories, Bowman
said.

Kentucky's climate, topography and small farms make goats
a viable industry, farmers say.
"We have a lot of really
rough, hilly ground all across
the state, and goats can thrive on
that type ground," said Michelle
Watts in Mercer County.
She and her husband, Bobby,
have 1,000 goats.
Another advantage is that
goats can be managed without
hiring extra help because of the
animals' size and even disposition. Yearsley said.
"With cattle, tobacco, even
with vegetables, you have to
have help to raise that crop," he
said. "With goats, I can do all
the work myself."
Goats are not without problems, mainly parasites and foot
rot because of Kentucky's high
rainfall and humidity.
Caudill came up with the idea
for graded sales for goats, like
cattle. -Goats of similar quality
and weight are grouped together,
and we sell them in lots," she
said.
Meat buyers attend the sales.

Farmer's markets are booming

Grading increases competition
for the meat goats and boosts the
price. At the Barren River
Graded Goat Sale earlier this
month, 175 goats were sold at an
average of $1.40 a pound, which
Caudill called an excellent price.
Several farmers say Phase I
tobacco money helped the goat
industry get established in
Kentucky.
In Henry County, the
Development
Agricultural
Council gave the Henry County
Boer Goat Association a total of
$130,000 over four years to set
up a model boer goat program.
Educational programs and field
days were organized, and guest
speakers including veterinarians
and animal nutritionists were
brought in.
In good years, the Watts family made $800 an acre on tobacco grown in Mercer County and
raised about 100 acres, Michelle
Watts said. "If you run five to
seven meat goats per acre, you
could potentially make about
S1,000 an acre off goats," she
said.

Migration empties out Fla. farm towns
Now that
IMMOKALEE, Ha. (AP)
Florida's winter fruit and vegetable season
has ended, Maximo Sales plans to search for
work as a tomato picker in North Carolina.
He'll join as many as 100,000 other tarnworkers, known as "follow-the-crop
'- migrants," who trek each year from south
'
'Florida to Georgia, North Carolina,
Maryland and New Jersey to pick fruits and
vegetables.
"When the work is over, 1 head up there.
When it's done. I'll head on back." said
Sales, 22, of Guatemala. as he sat in the
shade of a rundown trailer that he rents for
$135 a week.
The annual migration is part of the nature
of transient agricultural work,buts its effects
are widely felt in the small farming communities the workers leave behind.
Towns such as Immokalee depend on the
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farmworkers to shop at their grocery stores
and eat in their restaurants.
"It gets really quiet and slow around
here," said Yolanda Vasquez, manager of La
Fiesta grocery store, where farmworkers
congregate each morning during the winter
vegetable season to be taken to the fields.
During a typical winter day, several hundred customers pass through the doors of the
grocery store, generating $30,000 in revenue. In the summer, revenue drops to as little as $6,000, said Vasquez, who cuts back
the hours of her 20 staffers in the slow season.
Collier County doesn't keep figures on
the economic impact of the farmworkers'
absence in Immokalee. a town of 20,000
people, but Francisca Garcia estimates that
business drops anywhere from half to 80
percent along the downtown street where

she owns La Michoacana restaurant.
"It's difficult because people aren't here
to spend money," said Garcia, who cuts her
food purchases by half in the summer.
Tomato companies in hornokalee also
have fields and packing houses in North
Carolina or Pennsylvania and many of the
workers will stay with the same employer
when they travel north in work crews led by
labor contractors.
But in a shift from past years, many
workers, like Sales, will travel by themselves, said Rob Williams, director of the
Migrant Farmworkers Justice Project for
Florida Legal Services in Tallahassee.
"It's much more likely that workers find
their own arrangements today," he said.
"The contractor may not want to take the
risk of transporting illegal aliens."

PHILADELPHIA (AP) - Gina Humphreys has been in the
espresso business for 15 years, managing coffee bars from coast
to coast. But lately she's been getting more excited about carrot
juice and salad greens than cappuccino.
Specializing in veggie juices, she is one of about a dozen sellers who set up shop every Saturday at a West Philadelphia farmers market, a cornucopia of eggs. baked goods, grass-fed beef and
pork, goat milk and cheese, flowers, local honey and maple
syrup, fruits and vegetables.
"I love this so much, I can't even tell you," said Humphreys.
who grows organic vegetables on a slice of her father's 70-acre
farm in Pennsville, NJ.
In big cities and small towns, farmers markets are finding fertile ground: The U.S. Agriculture Department says their number
has doubled nationally in the past decade, to more than 3,700.
The growing popularity of the markets is attributed to a number of factors: less tolerance for bland meat and produce some
consumers associate with big factory farms; more demand for the
just-picked freshness and nutrition of locally grown food:
increased awareness about supporting local economies; and
health and environmental concerns about the use of antibiotics
and pesticides.
A 2003 study by the Leopold Center for Sustainable
Agriculture at Iowa State University found that if price and
appearance were identical, consumers given a choice were more
likely to purchase locally grown foods over those produced far
away. Even though prices tend to be higher for local produce.
consumers will pay more for a product they believe is healthier
and tastier.
"Buying local is less wasteful, it reconnects us with our neighbors, and the food tastes better and is more wholesome," said
Duane Perry, founder of The Food Trust, a Philadelphia-based
nonprofit that helps bring more farmers markets into the city, and
advocates for healthier school lunches.
Since Perry founded The Food Trust in 1992, it has evolved
from a single stand to 20 open-air markets in the Philadelphia
region, drawing about 65 farmers from within a 2 1/2-hour
radius. Most of their farms range in size from 10 acres to 100
acres.
Once they are established in markets, farmers often will adapt
to the demand.
"You can have farmers who start raising goats for goat cheese,
or who start growing microgreens and other more avant-garde
products," Perry said. "There's huge market potential to grow
more than cantaloupes, corn and tomatoes."
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• No weather interruptions!
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• 45 channels of digital music
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Fox College, and more)

• Interactive guide
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• Price guaranteed for 12 months!
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Umpire's love for game hard not to see

Strike Back

in Chillicothe, Ohio, in 1998. The first
By JIM LITKE
official to reach him shone a flashlight
AP Sports Columnist
Love of the game means many things into McLeary's right eye and horrified by
to many people, but more to Max McLeary the lack of movement, screamed out,"Somebody call 911. We're losing him."
than just about anybody else.
"Fortunately," McLeary said,"some fans
A man who clings to the lowest rung
of pro baseball as an umpire for 35 years, in the stands yelled, 'Check the other
logging six nights a week and 45,000 eye.' When I came to, the first thing I
miles a year crisscrossing the Midwest to saw was a helicopter in center field. I
lay down the law, can't be doing it for thought we were in a war or something.
the money — $125 per game, plus expens"Then, two years later, same thing hapes. It has to be the work.
But even that doesn't explain McLeary's pens. But this time," he chuckled, "they
devotion. Because for the last 25 of those knew enough not to shine the light in
my right eye."
years, he's been doing it with one eye.
At 56, McLeary has turned disability
"I never, ever thought about quitting.
Every night, just before the first pitch, I into performance art. He has yet to hear
look up into the sky," he said, "and thank a catcall he couldn't turn around. He shut
the good Lord for putting me back on a one coach up by strolling over to the
AP Photo
dugout late in the game, popping his plas- Frontier league umpire Max McLeary
baseball field."
McLeary was knocked out twice when tic eye out of the socket and handing it calls a batter out during a Florence
baseballs shattered his facemask, and nearFreedom game in Cincinnati.
ly left for dead the first time. That was •See UMPIRE Page 2B

DETROIT 88, MIAMI 82

Handling the Heat
Pistons become Beast of the East
after eliminating Miami in Game 7
AP Photo

St. Louis starting pitcher Matt Morris celebrates
after the third out in the eighth inning against
Boston Monday at Busch Stadium in St. Louis.
Morris pitched a complete game, giving up only
one run on four hits, as the Cardinals beat the
Red Sox 7-1.

Morris tops Red Sox in
World Sodas rematch
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Matt
Morris gets excited for every
start, it's.just his nature. Facing the Boston Red Sox got
him really pumped up, even
if it wasn't the World Series.
Morris improved to 7-0 with
his first complete game of the
season and contributed a
squeeze bunt to help St. Louis
beat Boston 7-1 Monday night
in the teams' first meeting since
last fall, when the Red Sox
swept the Cardinals for their
first World Series championship
since 1918.
"We wanted this one bad,"
Morris said. "It's just another
game but it was a little more
meaningful with all the media
around and the attention. So,
it was fun today."
David Eckstein had three
RBIs, eighth-place hitter Yadier
Molina had two and the Cardinals knocked out Tim Wakefield (4-6) in the sixth inning.
The largest crowd in eight
seasons, a sellout of 50,270,
watched the Cardinals win for
the 16th time in their last 18
interleague games dating to
2003. Edgar Renteria got a
generally warm reception, a
mixture of early boos drowned
out by cheers, in each of his
at-bats in his first visit to St.
Louis since signing as a freeagent with the Red Sox.
Renteria, who played for the
Cardinals for six seasons, was
0-for-3 with two double-play
balls and a foul-out. He also
misplayed Morris' grounder for
an error in the eighth, prompt-

ing jeers of "Edgar! Edgar!"
from the fans.
"You wait to beat the Boston
Red Sox with Edgar having a
tough day you're not going to
beat them too much," Cardinals manager Tony La Russa
said. "I thought the first atbat when our fans gave him a
standing ovation, that really is
what his six years here was
all about."
Red Sox catcher Jason
Varitek had three passed balls,
only two short of his season
total from last year, while futilely trying to corral Wakefield's
Varitek, who
knuckleball.
entered the game with one
passed ball this year, drove in
the Red Sox's lone run with
a second-inning single.
"I think Wake's ball was
moving all over the place,"
Red Sox manager Terry Francona said. "I think his ball
was moving, which was good
for us, but whoever is back
there is going to have a tough
time."
Pitching with a sore shoulder. Morris lasted just 4 1-3
innings in Game 2 of the World
Series and gave up four runs.
Following offseason arthroscopic surgery, he's off to the best
start of his career. He allowed
one run on four hits in the
17th complete game of his
career.
Morris struck out one and
walked one while raising his
career interleague record to II5.
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MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times photo

Calloway County High School basketball player Chase
Futrell (right) works on a dribbling exercise with Austin
Lilly at the Laker Basketball Camp Monday afternoon
at Jeffrey Gymnasium.

MIAMI (AP) — Adversity again brought out the best in
the Detroit Pistons.
All indicators suggested the Pistons' reign atop the NBA
was minutes from ending. They trailed the Miami Heat by
six points, on the road, midway through the fourth quarter.
They were shooting poorly, defending ineffectively, and were
hearing the bloodlust of a sold-out crowd starving for a title.
"We won the championship last year,- Pistons guard Chauncey
Billups said. "And people still didn't give us that much of
a chance in this series."
Detroit went out and proved the naysayers wrong. The
Pistons closed the game on a 20-8 run and beat the Heat
88-82 on Monday night in Game 7 of the Eastern Conference finals, sending Detroit back to the NBA Finals, where
it'll meet San, Antonio, the 2003 champion.
The series opens Thursday night in Texas.
"We've been through a lot together, and it's an unbelievable reward when you can handle situations like this and
show poise and toughness," said Detroit coach Larry Brown.
"You know, when you coach, it's an honor to coach — but
you're blessed when you have a group like that."
Richard Hamilton had 22 points, Rasheed Wallace scored
20. Billups had 18 and Tayshaun Prince added 13 for the
Pistons, who became the 17th team in NBA history — out
of 91 tries — to win a Game 7 on the road.
Shaquille O'Neal had 27 points and Dwyane Wade, who
played 43 minutes despite still battling a strained right rib
muscle, added 20 for Miami, which has been to the postseason 10 times and seen its season end at home in seven of
those trips. Udonis Haslem had 13 points and 10 rebounds
for the Heat, the No. 1 seed in the East after winning 59
regular-season games.
"We had a lot of opportunities to get it done," O'Neal
said. "We're not going to make excuses. We just let a phenomenal season slip away."
Detroit never lets anything slip away. The Pistons won for
the 10th straight time when needing one victory to clinch a
series, the second longest streak behind the Los Angeles Lakers' 12-game run that ended in 2004.
The Pistons, who endured November's brawl with Indiana
the resultant fallout, plus Brown missing some time
be use of hip surgery and complications that followed —
and a fair amount of injuries along the way — also became
the first road team to win Game 7 of an Eastern Conference
finals in 23 years.
"It's a great feeling because we all came together," Hamilton said. "We all stuck together and we all had each other's
back. To be in this situation again, whew, it's a great feeling."
Miami had some spectacular moments, and seemed poised
to win its first East title.
Eddie Jones' halfcourt shot at the halftime buzzer drew
the Heat within 45-40 and breathed life into an arena that
spent much of the first half looking for a spark. O'Neal

•See PISTONS Page 2B

AP Photo

Detroit's Richard Hamilton (32) hugs teammate Lindsey Hunter as Chauncey Billups (1) celebrates at
right after they defeated the Miami Heat in Game 7
of the Eastern Conference Finals in Miami, Monday.
The Pistons defeated the Heat 88-82 to advance to
the NBA Finals against the San Antonio Spurs.

INTERLEAGUE ROUNDUP

Brewers catch Yankees at good time
By The Associated Press
Matt Morris and the St. Louis
Cardinals won the World Series
rematch. Derek Jeter and the
New York Yankees were denied
again.
Off to the best start of his
career. Morris pitched a fourhitter for his first complete game
this season and added a squeeze
bunt to lead the Cardinals over
Boston 7-1 Monday night.
The Red Sox swept St. Louis
last fall for their first championship since 1918.
"We wanted this one bad,"
Morris said. "It's just another
game but it was a little more
meaningful with all the media
around and the attention. So,
it was fun."
The Yankees know all about
media attention, but they aren't
having any fun lately.
Geoff Jenkins ran down

Jeter's drive in the right-field
corner for the final out, preserving the Brewers' 4-3 victory and ruining New York's
first trip to Milwaukee since
1997.
Junior Spivey hit a go-ahead
homer off Randy Johnson, Jeff
Cirillo also connected and Derrick Turnbow escaped a ninthinning jam to send the slumping Yankees to their eighth loss
in nine games.
With pressure mounting from
impatient owner George Steinbrenner, the $200 million Yankees fell to 1-6 on their 12game road trip and dipped
below .500 at 28-29.
"It seems like when you're
scuffling, you don't get any
breaks," Jeter said. "And then
when you're playing well, it
seems like everything goes your
way. If we had won 10 in a

row, Jenkins is probably in
right-center and the ball drops."
In roar hilleriongue pines,
it was: Itallinssrs 4, Pittsburgh
3; the Los Angeles Angels 4,
Atlanta 2; Toronto 4, the Chico.
go Cubs 1; the Chicago White
Sox 9, Colorado 3; and the
Los Angeles Dodgers 5, Detroit
3.
In the only NL game, Arizona beat Philadelphia 10-8.
The Yankees put the potential tying run on second base
with none out in the ninth, but
Turnbow struck out rookie
Robinson Cano and got pinchhitter Ruben Sierra on a groundout.
Jeter then sliced a drive to
right that appeared headed for
the corner — probably an extrabase hit that would tie the
game. But Jenkins, running at
full speed. reached out and made
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,
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a terrific grab, leaving Jeter
grimacing as he rounded first
base.
"Two more inches," Jenkins marveled. "It was one of
those balls where you're running all out. Luckily, I had
enough Rawlings to glove it."
Most of the crowd of 37,627
figured the game was tied, and
so did Jeter.
"I don't know what he was
doing over there," Jeter said.
"I guess it was good placement on his part, good coaching or scouting, whatever."
Johnson (5-5) allowed four
runs and seven hits in six
innings, striking out eight.
Doug Davis (8-5) worked
out of trouble for Milwaukee,
fanning eight in six innings.
Matt Wise pitched two perfect
innings and Turnbow earned
el See BREWERS Page 2B
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Rockies lose
Barmes to
grocery spill

The Youth Sports Association baseball team representing the Pella Corporation
recently captured the Bronco League championship. Team members pictured
include (front row, from left) Nathan Kelso, Aaron Wilson, Lucas Anderson,
Matt McReynolds,(back row) Sheri Troupe, Cole Troupe, Garrett Wright, Nicholas
Valardo, J.J. Koren, Jeremy Jones, Chase Bolen and Keith Houston.

SCOREBOVIII
laversteck
Insurance AWL"

DENVER (AP) — Clint
Humes went out to the grocery store and came home with
a spot on the disabled list.
The Rockies' rookie sensation is expected to miss at
least three months after breaking his left collarbone while
carrying groceries up the stairs
in his apartment building after
a game Sunday night.
Surgery is scheduled for
Tuesday.
Barmes said he was returning home with a bag of groceries cradled in his left arm
and a sweat shirt in his right
hand. He got tired of waiting
for the elevator and decided
to take the stairs to his fourthfloor apartment.
"I figured, I'm an athlete,
I can walk up the stairs, it's
not that big a deal," Barmes
said in an interview Monday,
his left arm hanging in a sling.

Van Haverstock

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD

Monday's Games
Anzona 10. Philadelphia 8
Baltimore 4, Pittsburgh 3
L.A. Angels 4, Atlanta 2
Toronto 4, Chicago Cubs 1
Milwaukee 4, N.Y. Yankees 3
St. Louis 7. Boston 1
Chicago White Sox 9, Colorado 3
L.A. Dodgers 5. Detroit 3
Tuesday's Games
Oakland (Zito 2-6) at Washington
(Armes 1-3). 6:05 p.m.
Seattle (R.Franklin 2-7) at Florida
(Moehler 2-3), 6:05 p.m
Baltimore (Penn 0-0) at Pittsburgh
(D Williams 5-5), 6:05 p m.
Texas (Drese 4-5) at Philadelphia
(Lieber 7-4), 605 p.m
Houston (Oswalt 6-6) at N.Y. Mats
(P Martinez 6-1), 6:10 p.m.
Tampa Bay (Hendnckson 2-3) at
Cincinnati (Ra.Ortiz 1-4). 610 p.m
L.A Angels (Byrd 5-4) at Atlanta
(Ramirez 3-4), 6:35 p.m
Toronto (Towers 5-4) at Chicago Cubs
(Rusch 5-1). 705 p.m.
N.Y. Yankees (Pavan° 4-4) at
Milwaukee (Sheets 1-5). 705 p.m
Boston (Clement 6-0) at St. Louis
(Suppan 4-5), 7:10 p.m.
Chicago White Sox (Contreras 2-2) at
Colorado (Kim 0-4). 8:05 p.m.
Minnesota (Radke 5-4) at Anzona
(Estes 4-4). 840 p.m.
Cleveland (Lee 6-3) at San Diego
(Lawrence 3-6). 9.05 p.m.
Detroit (Robertson 2-3) at L.A. Dodgers
(Thompson 0-0), 9:10 p.m.
Kansas City (Carrasco 1-1) at San
Francisco (Rueter 2-3), 9:15 p.m.

From Page 1B
three-run homer and Toronto
won in its first trip to Wrigley
Field. The Cubs had won nine
of 10.
White Sox 9, Rockies 3
At Denver, Freddy Garcia
retired 22 straight batters after
a rough start and combined
with Shingo Takatsu on a twohitter, only the eighth time two
or fewer hits have been allowed
at Coors Field.
Garcia (6-3) gave up a threerun homer to Brad Hawpe in
the first inning, then didn't
allow another baserunner. The
right-hander walked none and
had a season-high 10 strikeouts in eight innings.
Paul Konerko hit his 15th
homer as Chicago improved its
major league-best record to 3819 and snapped Colorado's season-high four-game winning
streak. The Rockies fell to 1937, worst in the National
League.

The Rockies also lost rookie shortstop Clint Barmes for
at least 12 weeks after he slipped
and broke his collarbone while
carrying groceries up his apartment steps.
Dodgy= 5, Thrfors 3
At Los Angeles, Jeff Kent
hit a three-run homer off Jeremy Bonderman (6-4) and drove
in four runs. Derek Lowe (55) pitched eight strong innings
and Eric Gagne got his sixth
save.
National League
Diamondbacks 10,
Mikes 8
At Philadelphia, Shawn
Green put an emphatic end to
the Phillies' six-game winning
streak, driving in four runs to
back Brandon Webb (7-2). The
Diamondbacks scored five times
in the first off Cory Lidle (54) and snapped a five-game
losing streak.

AP Photo

New York starter Randy
Johnson kicks some dirt on
the mound as Milwaukee
Brewers Jeff Cirillo rounds
the bases after hitting a home
run during the third inning
Monday in Milwaukee.

Don't Know Where
To Turn?

Mcre
Licenation III

Personal, Home Mortgages, Auto & Credit
Card Debt Consolidation Loans

1-800-264-1433
or
(270)-753-6433

Re-establish credit after bankruptcy
Low Interest Rate — Low Monthly Payment

5Qhstione

tlith lifetime
guarantee)
Leagroof

Look No Further ...
Re-establish your credit today

For Quick & Easy Approval
Call 1-877-565-5272 • Fax 718-407-4851

FRISKO FINANCIAL

16-04 St. Rt, 121 N Murray, KY
www .servallpestcontrol.coni
I
.

AP Photo

Fomer UK Wildcat and now Piston Tayshaun Prince
holds the Eastern Conference Trophy as Antonio
McDyess smiles after defeating the Miami Heat 88-82
in Game 7 of the Eastern Conference Finals in Miami,
Monday.
know, it's going to be months ter. Detroit hit Ii of 15 shots
of thinking about that and going in the stretch.
Billups hit a 3-pointer with
over every play,- Heat coach
Stan Van Gundy said. "It's just 3:48 left to push it to 41-31,
and the Pistons had a chance
very, very difficult."
Wade nearly had enough to to take a double-digit lead into
the locker room. After a Miami
get Miami through.
He missed his first three miss, Detroit called a timeout
shots, then connected on a with 7.4 seconds left in the
jumper with 4:30 left in the half, but did not advance the
first quarter to give Miami ball to halfcourt.
Instead, the Pistons elected
what would be its biggest lead,
to have Hamilton dribble up
17-9.
But a 23-8 Detroit run later the court. He drove on Jones,
in the half gave the Pistons a then tried to pass to Rasheed
38-29 lead after Antonio Wallace at the top of the key.
McDyess' jumper with 5:51 But the pass was deflected,
remaining in the second guar- setting up some drama.

Don't Let This Happen To You
NEVER CLEAN
YOUR GUTTERS
AGAIN!
Call Today For
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a
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Monday's Games
Baltimore 4. Pittsburgh 3
L A. Angels 4, Atlanta 2
Toronto 4. Chicago Cubs 1
Milwaukee 4, N.Y. Yankees 3
St. Louis 7, Boston 1
Chicago White Sox 9, Colorado 3
L.A. Dodgers 5. Detroit 3
Tuesday's Games
Oakland (Zito 2-6) at Washington
(Armes 1-3), 6:05 p.m.
Seattle fl Franklin 2-7) at Florida
(Moonier 2-3). 6:05 p.m.
Baltimore (Penn 0-0) at Pittsburgh
(D Williams 5-5), 6:05 p.m.
Texas (Drese 4-5) at Philadelphia
(Lieber 7-4), 605 p.m.
Tampa Bay (Henizkickson 2-3) at
Cincinnati (Ra Ortiz 1-4), 6:10 p.m.
L.A. Angels (Byrd 5-4) at Atlanta
(Ramirez 3-4). 635 p.m.
Toronto (Towers 5-4) at Chicago Cubs
(Rusch 5-1). 7 05 p.m.
N.Y Yankees (Pavan° 4-4) at
Milwaukee (Sheets 1-5), 7:05 p.m.
Boston (Clement 6-0) at St. Louis
(Suppan 4-5), 7:10 p.m.
Chicago White Sox (Contreras 2-2) at
Colorado (Kim 0-4), 8:05 p.m
Minnesota (Radke 5-4) at Anzona
(Estes 4-4), 8:40 p.m.
Cleveland (Lee 6-3) at San Diego
(Lawrence 3-6), 9:05 p.m.
Detroit (Robertson 2-3) at L.A. Dodgers
(Thompson 0-0), 9:10 p.m
Kansas City (Carrasco 1-1) at San
Francisco (Rueter 2-3), 9:15 p.m.
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American League Standings
All TImes CDT
East Division
L Pc:t GB
W
35 22.614
Baltimore
4
31 26.544
Boston
30 28 517 51/2
Toronto
7
28 29.491
New York
15
20 37.351
Tampa Bay
Central Division
L Pet GB
W
—
38 19.667
Chicago
33 22.600
4
Minnesota
11
29.473
26
Cleveland
11
26 29.473
Detroit
17 39.30420 1/2
Kansas City
West Dtvlellon
L Pct GB
W
—
32 23.582
Texas
—
33 24.579
Los Angeles
24 31.436
8
Seattle
23 33.411 9 1/2
Oakland

•Umpire ...

•Pistons ...
closed the third quarter with
two straight baskets to give
-Miami a 66-64 lead.
And Wade, who received a
painkilling injection before the
game, was somehow dazzling
at times.
Yet the Heat never put
Detroit away — and paid the
price.
"It was what this matchup
should have been," Wade said.
"It went seven games. It went
down to the last couple seconds. They made plays at the
end, you know, that we didn't
make. That was the main thing."
Haslem hit a free throw with
7:11 left, putting Miami ahead
74-68. Detroit responded, however, peeling off an 8-0 run
highlighted by a 3-pointer from
Billups that tied the game and
a dunk by Ben Wallace that
put the Pistons ahead 76-74 with
3:41 left.
O'Neal's eight-footer off the
glass with 2:40 left put Miami
back on top, 78-76, but the
Heat were outscored 12-4 the
rest of the way. Billups iced
the game with four free throws
in the final 17.3 seconds.
"To not be able to come
through with a (six-point) lead
in the fourth quarter, I don't

Insurano•

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we cant
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY • 753-3415

National League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
L Pct GB
W
—
31 26.544
Washington
1
30 27 526
Atlanta
1
526
York
27
30
New
28 26.519 1 1/2
Floods
30 28.517 1 1/2
Philadelphia
Central Division
L Pct GB
W
—
37 20 649
St. LOUIS
30 26 536 6 1/2
Chicago
10
27 30.474
MYwaukee
26 30.46410 1/2
PitMburgh
15
34.382
21
Houston
21 35 37515 1/2
Cincinnati
West Division
L Pet GB
W
—
34 23.596
San Diego
31 27.534 31/2
Anzona
4
30 27.526
Los Angeles
9
24 31.436
San Francisco
19 37.33914 1/2
Colorado

•Brewers ...
his ninth save in 11 opportunities.
The largest Busch Stadium
crow d in eight seasons, a sellout of 50,270. watched the
Cardinals win for the 16th time
in their last 18 interleague
games dating to 2003. Edgar
Renteria got a generally warm
reception. a mixture of early
boos drowned out by cheers,
in his first visit to Si. Louis
since signing with Boston.
Morris (7-0) struck out one
and walked one in his 17th
career complete game.
David Eckstein had three
RBIs, and the Cardinals chased
Tim Wakefield (4-6) in the sixth.
Red Sox catcher Jason Varitek
had three passed balls while
futilely trying to corral Wakefield's knuckler.
Angels 4, Braves 2
At Atlanta, Darin Erstad barreled over catcher Johnny Estrada to score on Garret Anderson's go-ahead double, sending Estrada to the hospital to
be examined for a possible
concussion and neck injury.
John Smoltz (4-5) retired
his first 14 batters and carried
a 2-1 lead into the eighth, but
the Angels put runners at the
corners with one out for Anderson, who came through with
a two-run double.
Erstad, a punter at Nebraska and a high school hockey
star in North Dakota, scored
from first by knocking the ball
from Estrada's grasp in a violent collision that knocked
Estrada out of the game.
While a groggy Estrada
reached for the ball. Erstad
reached back to tag the plate
for a 3-2 Angels lead in the
first meeting between the teams.
Atlanta also placed Chipper
Jones on the 15-day disabled
list with a sore foot.
Orioles 4, Pirates 3
Rafael
Pittsburgh,
At
Palmeiro's tiebreaking sacrifice
fly in the eighth helped Baltimore come back after wasting a three-run lead. Miguel
Tejada and B.J. Surhoff homered for the Orioles, and B.J.
Ryan struck out the side in
the ninth for his 15th save.
Blue lays 4, Cubs 1
At Chicago, Gustavo Chacin
(6-4) pitched seven shutout
innings, Reed Johnson hit a

opnearnting
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to his tormentor. "You want
to umpire this game?" McLeary
said. "Here, be my guest."
Once, he tapped his way to
home plate to exchange lineup cards using a cane and
wearing dark glasses. The stands
shook with laughter. Another
time, McLeary was downing
postgame beers with a losing
coach and longtime pal who
had a revelation three hours
too late.
"All of a sudden he sits up
and says, 'I threw a left-hander. You didn't see a pitch the
whole night!' When I finally
I quit laughing," McLeary
recalled,"I told him,'Next time,
use a righty."
The memories flow fast and
free Sunday afternoon as
McLeary growls into a cell
phone from a Cincinnati ballpark where he's organized an
all-star game for high school
seniors from across southwestern Ohio.
Dealt McLeary's hand, a
lesser man might have folded.
He was good enough to play
baseball at Penn State, but
smart enough to know his talent wouldn't put food on the
table. On advice from umpire
whom
Donatelli,
Augie
McLeary knew growing up, he
got his certification and began
working the New York-Penn
League the summer after graduation.
But the gypsy life lost its
allure soon enough. McLeary
took a job coaching soccer at
Ashland University in Ohio and
assisting Bill Musselman with
the basketball team there until
1972. He moved to Wright
State in Dayton, opened an
auto upholstery business and
worked a few games. But it
took a freak accident to remind
him how much he was missing.
He and his wife-to-be were
playing in the snow during a
blizzard in 1977 when she
slipped and began to fall.
McLeary grabbed hold of one
leg. but the other shot skyward. The pointed toe of her
boot punctured his right eye.
After seven hours of surgery,
McLeary awoke to find the
world would never quite look
the same again.
Today, he considers that setback a blessing. While recovering, he built the customizing business into a decent liv-

ing. But the freedom it afforded felt like a cruel joke.
McLeary missed the smell of
freshly clipped grass, the languid pauses and helter-skelter
bursts of action, even the way
sweat flowed freely beneath
those layers of padding in the
dog days of summer.
Soon, he found himself at
the batting cages for hours on
end, pumping quarters into the
pitching machines and learning to track the flight of a
baseball all over again. After
a few months, he showed up
at field houses where high
school and college teams practiced indoors during the chilly
spring weather, begging for a
chance to call balls and strikes.
One day, he decided to return
to umpiring school and be recertified, this time as a oneeyed umpire.
For 11 years now, McLeary
has been behind home plate
almost every night from the
end of May until the middle
of September in one or another of the dozen towns that
make up the Frontier League.
He's been the subject of one
book already, "It Always Happens in Chillicothe," by Mike
Shannon. Like some minor
league "King of the Road,"
he's in it for the here and now,
to collect stories and tell them
over cold beers. He knows
which coaches, bus drivers,
groundskeepers and tavern owners stay up late in every town.
That goes for the offseason,
too.
Jim Litke is a national sports
columnist for The Associated
Press. Write to him at
jlitkeap.org

TV, radio
BOXING
spa.
—
ESPN2
Lighlwallibts, Julio Diaz (303-0) vs. Mar00 Angel Perez (21-8-0), at
El Cajon, Cat
001114111 SOFTBALL
1130 p.m.
ESPN — NCAA Division I, World
S41111111, championship mist game 2,
mama MA,at Okiorna City
VFISA
7 pa.
ESPN2 — Smalls at Connecticut
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Notice

Ordinance 2005-1377

Invitation To Bid
School Pictures

SECTION 13. Ordinance Fine Schedule. Violations of ordinances that are enforced by the City of Murray Code
Enforcement Board shall be subject to the following schedule of
civil fines:
(a)If a citation for a violation of an ordinance is not contested by
the person charged with the violation, the penalties set forth in
this subsection shall apply; however, the board may waive all cAr
any portion of a penalty for an uncontested violation, if in its discretion, the board determines that such waiver will promote
compliance with the ordinance in issue.
1st

2nd

Violation

Offense

=mak

Animal Control
Fire Code
Building Code
Property
Maintenance Code

$50.00
$100.00

The Murray Board of Education is
accepting sealed bids for school pictures.
Bids will be accepted until 3:00 P.M_
friday. June 8. 2005 at the Murray
Board Office. Specifications are on file at
the Murray Board of Education, Carter
Administration Building, 208 S. 13th
Street, Murray, KY 42071. The Murray
Board of Education reserves the right to
reject any and/or all bids.

Each
Additional
Offense

IN MEMORY
A year has passed, 365 days, 8,760
hours. Summer, fall, winter, spring.
Corey has been gone for a year. Why
does it seem so much longer? Some
things from when he was a little boy
seem like they happened yesterday.
But it seems like years have past
since I last heard his voice or last
saw his face. So many things remind
me of Corey's love of 4 wheelers
and his incredible skill at welding.
Every day I look at Corey's picture
and my heart fills with pride and at
the same time aches with loss. Corey
will always be in our hearts and the
emptiness will never go away.

bs

$100,00

$150.00
$150.00
$150.00

$250.00
$250.00
$250.00

$100.00

$150.00

$250.00

The acceptance of these fines for uncontested offenses shall be
contingent upon the abatement of these offenses and/or
approval of the Code Enforcement Board.

*ors

(b) If the citation is contested and a hearing before the code
board is required, the following maximum penalties may be
imposed at the discretion of the code board:
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Violation

Else

Animal Control
Fire Code
Building Code
Property Maintenance Code

$50.00 to 500.00
$100.00 to 500.00
$100.00 to 500.00
$1,00.00 to 500.00

(c) The Murray Code Enforcement Board is authorized to
impose penalties as set forth in the Fire Code, Building, Code,
Property Maintenance Code, Animal Control Ordinance and
any other Ordinance or Code that designates enforcement by
the Code Enforcement Board.
s/s H. Thomas Rushing
H. Thomas Rushing, Mayor
Attest:
Harla McClure
Harla McClure, City Clerk

Section 22. Enforcement and penal.
tyPenalty for the first violation and each
subsequent violation shall range from
$50.00 to $500.00.
The penalties set forth above shall be
imposed and enforced by the Murray
Code Enforcement Board.
els H. Thomas Rushing
H. Thomas Rushing, Mayor
Attest:
a/s Harla McClure
Harla McClure, City Clerk
Summary Prepared by:
Warren Hopkins, City Attorney

Notice of Pending Litigation

Pr
*WY
wet
5842

From: C. Mark Blankenship - Warning
Order Attorney
Constructive notice is hereby given to
the above named individuals of a pending legal action in the Calloway Circuit
Court, case number 05-CI-00195, pertaining to the legal rights of the following described real property in Calloway
County, Kentucky:
Lots No. 52 and 53 of the Haywood Vista
Subdivision as shown by plat of record in
Plat Book 3, Page No. 48 in the office of
the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
I have been appointed by the Calloway
Circuit Court to serve as Warning Order
Attorney to notify the above named individuals that unless a claim or response
is made within 50 days of this notice, a

Judgment to Quiet Title in the above
described real property will be entered.
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Support
CLIENT
Rep.- Needs strong
desire to help with
software training and
light windows support by phone. 1-FT
and 3-PT positions
needing coverage for
7AM-7PM fil-F with
retirement plan. FT
18-paid
benefits.
days off and H&L
MSUinsurance.
Students welcome.
Please email resumes
to
candicedpowerclaim.com or mail to
Hawkins Research,
406 N. 4th Street.,
Murray, KY 42071.
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Ordinance 2005-1376
An Ordinance amending Ordinance
Number 2004-1363 to reflect the correct
amount of time an animal will remain
impounded prior to being disposed of: set
forth the minimum and maximum penalties for violations; and to identify the
entity responsible for enforcement of
said penalties.

Bre, Grandma Kathy, Michael T.,
Jimmy, Dawn and Kim
Love you and miss you Corey
I was so lucky to have you for a son
Ou will be in my heart forever

vrt

Summary prepared by: Warren Hopkins, City Attorney

lb: Thomas Jan Powell and wife,
Karen J. Powell
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An Ordinance amending Ordinance Number 2005-1361 to
reflect penalty amounts.
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CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Roil Ease
Lake Property
Lots For Sate
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Scream
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles 1, AN,
Auto Parts
Sport Utility *hides
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boots & Motors
SWAMI Offered
Free Cokinin
Tobacco & Supplies
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BLUEGRASS Gardens
Daylily
Farm. 684
Crossland Rd, Murray.
Open Tuesday through
10-6.
Saturday:
Daylilies $2.50 and up.

050
Lost and Found
JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends, Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
HORSE camp June 2024th & June 27- July
1rst, Big Sandy, TN for
information. vnvw.kidsa re u scam ps.com
KY,
(606)561-0454
(731)593-5139 TN
HORSEBACK riding
lessons for all levels
from
experienced
instructor. (270)9701571

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
OUTSIDE Inn Daylily
Nursery. Open TuesSat 7AM-6PM. 1,500
varieties
different
peonies, hostas, and
perennials. Plant Trade
Fair 555 Magness Rd.
Hardin. 437-4015, 7037059
Dental
PRACTICAL
Assisting We are now
taking applications for
the class which starts
September 10th, 2005
You will be trained on
11
for
Saturdays
weeks, allowing you to
keep your present job
while you gain skills for
a new career. Most
dental assistants have
evenings, weekends &
holidays off. For information visit our website
WVAY BohleDental.com
or can our office (270)
Limited
442-0256.
enrollment! Call Now

CURRENT
Accountant Opening.
FThv 4-year degree
preferred. Benefits
package w/retirement
plan. PT considered
Please email resumes
to candiceepowerclaim.com or mail to
Hawkins Research,
406 N. 4th St.. Murray,
KY 42071.

LOST: 400 lb Black
Angus heifer, orange
ear tags, new concord
vicinity, last seen on
circle.
Stubblefield
Gene Bailey. 7531040.

GIRL FRIDAY. Must
know Quicken software, run errands,
keep house, 20 hours
per week. 759-3772

PART time housekeeping. Murray Plaza
Hotel. Apply in person
only.

Needed Immediately: Part-time employee for cleaning vacant apartment units,
breezeways, and parking lots. 24
hr/week, $7/hr. Must have experience in
this line of work along with references.
Equal Opportunity Employer. Send
resume to Hilldale Apts., 64 Hilldale
Lane #301, Hardin, KY 42048
Service
Community
Senior
The
Employment Program contracted by
West Kentucky Allied Services, Inc. is
seeking individuals who are 55 years of
age or older to receive paid training in
Calloway County. This program is considered part time with a maximum of 20
hours per week. Vacation, sick and holiday pay is included. lb apply, please contact Janna York or Jodi Coleman at(270)
247-4-046 or 1-800-294-2731.
This Project is funded in part under a
contract with the Purchase Area
Development District, the Kentucky
Department for Health Services with
funds from U.S. Department for Health
and Human Services
WKAS is
Employer
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Opportunity

Nip WIMISd
earn
DANCERS
51.000+ weekly! The
Purple Building. 270759-2153, 270-2932069. or (270)5340333 after 5PM

Jackson Purchase
Medical Center
REGISTERED
NURSE
Full-time position is
available for 7 p.m.-7
a.m, shift in New
Birthing
Beginnings
Center. Duties to include
care of newborns, labor
and delivery and postpartum patients. Position
to work every other
weekend.

FEDERAL Materials
now
is
Concrete
accepting applications
for driver/mixer operator. Will train for CDL.
Benefits include 401k &
Profit Sharing, Health &
insurance,
Dental
Vacation & Holiday
pay. Apply in person at
Hwy 80 East in
Mayfield. No phone
calls.

Interested candidates
should send resumes
Loi
Jackson Purchase
Medical ('enter
Attn: Human
Resources Department
1099 Medical ('enter
Circle
Mayfield, KY 42064
(Fax: 270-251-44431
EOE 31/%1F/D

HOUSEKEEPERS
needed to clean lodging facilities Saturday
only during the summer. Call Susan 4362345 8AM-5PM
LOCAL irrigation company hiring assistant
installers. Will train.
transReferences,
portation, and good
work ethic a must. 270435-4776
MANAGEMENT opportunity. Must have excellent people skills, good
work ethic and be willing to train people. For
consideration, either
call Michael Nance
270-527-4515 or send
100
to:
resume
Carnage Lane, Benton,
KY 42025
PAINTERS needed At
least 5 years residential experience Call
270-443-6735 9AM6PM
PART time Store Clerk,
available for some
weekends, lob ends
Labor Day Weekend
Some boating & fishing
helpful.
knowledge
Sportsman's Anchor
Manna, Hwy 68
Jonathan Creek - call
for application & interview 9 to 4 weekdays
only. 270/354-6568
SANITATION TRUCK
Full-time,
DRIVER.
benefits. High school
graduate, one year
driving trucks and
equipment required_
Valid driver's license
(required to obtain
CDL). Preemployment
drug screening. Salary
$6.98 hourly. ($7.19 July 1. 2005). Apply at:
Resources,
Human
State
Murray
University. 404 Sparks
KY
Murray,
Hall,
4 2 0 7 1 -3312.
Women/minorities
encouraged to apply.
EEO, M/F/D,
advisors
SAFETY
$2500 month. manager
trainee's $3000 month
Company will train. Call
M-F 9am-1pm only' 1E100-578-8799

VISA
160
Home Furnishings

150
HelpWanled

Link
DATA
is
Communications
seeking experienced
Cabling Technicians
Level
Entry
and
Technicians. The positions are for full time
employment.
Experience with phone
systems is a plus.
is
travel
Some
required. Benefits are
available. Fax resume
to
(270)753-1909.

HIRING part time waitstaff. Tues-Sat 4-9PM.
Apply in person at The
Pizza Pantry. 8361 St.
At. 121S. No phone
calls please.
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Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sporbi Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sire
Mobile HOMO, For Rent
Mobile Horns Lots For Rent
Business Renee
Apartments For Rent
Roane For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storms Rentals
Commercial Property
Pate & Supplies
Liresandt 11 Supplies
Pubic Sal
Land For Rent or Leese

- To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax: 753-1927
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JPMC offers a excellent
benefit package, cornpetitix e salars with premium shift and weekend differentials.

TELEMARKETING
sales and office work.
Evenings 10-15 hours
a week. Healthcare
experience a plus. Call
227-2454 Murray
090

Domestic & Childcare
CLEANtNG houses is
my business. Cal
Linda H. 759-9553.
HOUSEKEEPING and
errands Call Linda @
270-767-0778
WILL clean up before
and after renters, construction, remodeling,
etc. Walls, floors, winetc.
dows,
Experienced-Valerie
436-5914
120
Computers
MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556
140
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
We buy 1 or all Cal
Larry at 753-3633
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
NOW buying all scrap
metal, aluminum cans
and scrap cars. (will
pick up cars.) Key Auto
Parts. 1850 ST AT 121
South. 753-5562
USED carpeting, electric baseboard heaters.
refngerators, air conditioners, stoves, and
doors. 753-4109
WANT to buy iunk cars,
trucks, tractors and
metal boats 436-5235
WANT to buy Junk Car
and Trucks Call (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week
Articies
For Sale
2 pc solid oak desk
Glass top, good condition, $450 Computer
desk attachment 759
5322
AQUARIUM. 40 gallon.
stand.
wood
solid
Eheim canister filter.
heater, fluorescent full
hood, chemicals, decorations. food, $200
753-3825

DRIVERS
Regional and Long Haul Flat Bed.
Based out of Clarksville, TN.
Make $60K minimum per year
Great pay, VAC, HOL, MED
Class A. I year experience.
Call 866-990-0095

Articles
For Sale

SALE-FURNITURE
roll-a-ways & mattress
Carraway
sets
Furniture 105 N 3rd St
753-1502

BEEMAN bed cover for
a quad cab Dakota
$250 OBO 270-6193043
plot,
CEMETERY
Memorial
Murray
section
Gardens
Chnsta Garden Lot 87
Block A $1,050 859223-0652

VERY nice entertainment center Leaded
glass door, roll top
cover over TV. $450
.753-5675
180
Lawn & Garden

prom
CINDERELLA
dresses 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue $200
each 270-492-8614

DAYLILIES for sale
over 200 vanties Open
Thurs-Sun 731-9860769 Huntington. TN

DIRECTV
Satellite system, up to
4 rooms Total Choice
w/local channels only
$29.99 for 3 months or
Call Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901 or
887-455-0901

SCAG for sale 48 inch
cut, good mower. walk
behind with Velkee
$1,500 OBO 753-0843

&
HBO
FREE
Showtime.
Satellite system up to 4
rooms. free DVR or HD
upgrade Get the top
60 channels including
local networks for
$19.99 per mo. plus get
8 channels of HBO &
of
channels
10
Showtime free for 3
months. For more info.
call Beasley Antenna &
Satellite 759-0901 or
877-455-0901

SCOTTS riding mower
15 HP 42- cut $600
Call 293-7916
Farm Equipment

DOZER 310 G-Hays
angle blade Very good
condition. Runs great.
56.800 OBO Houler
L700 Ford Diesel. Very
good condition. $2.400
OBO. 6ft. bush hog
Howe brand. Like new
$475 OBO. J.H.0 side
delivery rake. Very
good condition. w/new
paint. $1.800 OBO.
HOSPITAL bed & matReady to go. Belarus
tress. $300 Litt recliner
Tractor. 1989 model
Jazzy
chair, $400
power chair, $1.500 All 65HP, 4x4, runs great.
new paint, all works.
&a new 753-0624
diesel. $4.600 0130
freezer. 270-436-2388.
KENMORE
cellgood condition. S75. 293-0909
293-0811, 753-1775

RG6 Coax cable 1' or
1,000'. 15 cents per ft.
Phone wire, all types
antennas, scanners,
XM & Sinus satellite
radios. High quality at
low prices. Come by
Beasley's at 500 N. 4th
St. or call 759-0901
Chevrolet
STOCK
wheels & tires 15-x8"
$100. Window air conditioner, $150. 2938369. 227-2725

[ffm-d

cheap'
FIREWOOD
Kirksey Rd at Beach
489-2734

Baldwin
LARGE
Organ Lots of extras
on it $500 762-0608
'59-1602

DIRT DADDY'S
TOP SOIL

KELLEY'S
MUSIC LESSONS
ALL Instruments
S10.00/week

Best the county has
Call Terrell Tidwell

15 yrs exp. UK degre
978-1961 cell

753-9075
227-2193
WHITE satin wedding
capped
w/
dress
sleeves. size 16, $200
270-753-6909
Call
after 5PM.

0 down with your deed'
Act now while interest
rates are at their lowKeith
Baker
est
Homes, Pans
731-644-0012. 800533-3568

Large Selection

14X60 GATEWAY.

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins

Excellent
Condition, 2BR.
Set up at Fox
Meadows
(270) 753-2769

on the square

753-1713
160
Home Furnishings
BROYHILL solid oak
entertainment center
Will hold 30 inch TV
Call 759-9778
OAK roll top computer
desk, chair, and filing
cabinet Maple dining
table with 2 leaves
lighted china cabinet,
server and 2 chairs
753-3632
SAGE green loveseat
and chair. 2 years old.
$400 both Oak table
and 4 chairs 270-8818985

1997 Clayton Mobile
Home, 16x80, 3br
2bths, garden tub, fireplace. 2004 A/C unit &
storage unit goes w/sell
of home Must sell
522.500 or best offer!'
753-9107 or 978-1672
2004 SW: vinyl/single
only $29.502. includes
delivery & set up" Call
now" 731-584-9429
2005 CLOSE OUTS and
Singlewides
Doublewides - Buy
and
save
today
$1,000's WE OWN
THE BANK - Call today
at 731-642-6438

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
•All Size Units
Available
•Now Have
Climate Control

753-3853

28R $255 753-6012
$300
2BA
2BR
270)527-8808
SMALL 2BR $235 plus
deposit No pets 7538582
',Mobile Home Lots For Rent
LOTS for rent 7539866
LOTS including sewer
and water Hardin area
270-527-8808
Apartments For Rent

11311
Services Offered

ememericel p,sp.lit mat

Apartmerde For Reed
for
DOUBLEWIDE
sale 270-753-6342
, FURNISHED display
Residential
.home
appeal inside and out
Prywall, 8' ceilings,
Thermopane
Lowe
• windows, quality &
'Craftsmanship. Was
.$66,797, now $59,995
Keith Baker Homes,
.Paris 731-644-0012,
800-533-3568
MOBILE home and lot
$14500 Z53-6012
NEW 2,200 sq ft.
home 4 bedrm, 2 bath
2x6 sidewalls, 8' cell. tngs, Thermopane windows Special offer
$59,995 Free furnishBaker
Keith
ings
Homes, Pans 731644-0012. 800-533'3568
REPO: 3 Bedroom, 2
Bath. Fireplace. Huge
Master Bed & Bath"
Low payments! Call
today' 731-584-9429
SINGLE AND DOUBLEWIDES - Bring
your deed - That's all
you need - New Used
and Repo's - Call today
at 731-642-6447.
TAKE OVER PAYMENTS - on 16x70, 2
Bedroom. 2 Bath SW"
only
Payments
5304 month' 731-5849429
TAKE YOUR PICK Need 5 Bedrooms and
3 Baths or how about 4
2
and
Bedrooms
Baths'? Both priced in
the 550 s Call 731642-6438 today"
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VERY large warehouse
or shop 7.100 square
feet on approximately 3
acres Office space, 2
bathrooms, equipped
with gas heat, air
hookup, steel hoist
beam, great lighting,
excellent location The
building is divided and
can be leased by section Call 753-2905 or
293-8595

FREE
GASOLINE
with

LEASE
MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS
1,2, 8z. 3
Bedroom
Apartments

DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858

902 Northwood Dr.
Mon. 8 am-2 pm.
Wed. 11 am-6 pm,
Fri. 10 am-3 pm
Phone: 759-4984
TDD #
1-800-648-6056

Em's
ink
I ItIrillble
mg

It
tiong.

97-ACURA, 2.2 CO,
86.xxx, must sell
(270
$7.000/0130
205-1696
2000 Honda Civic EX.
$7,650
Loaded
condition
Excellent
Must sell. 227-2431
2900 Toyota Celica GT,
5 speed, dark blue, 1
owner, 40K, excellent
condition, $9,500 270753-8883
'99 Dodge Intrepid AC,
PS, PW. PD, CD 86K
miles. Wonderful car.
$5,000. 761-2824
1997 T-Bird LX, White.
6-cyl, loaded, 156,w.
$2,400 00. Call after
500. 759-9183
1993 black Nissan
$1.200
(270)293-3517
'93 Tempo 189.000
miles. Asking $600.
759-4813

Choice
TWO
Properties: By Owner.
4424 Hwy 641 N. and
96 Coles Campground
Rd. 762-0608, 7591602
TWO story bnck apartment building with 5
two-BR units. Excellent
income-producer.
5125,000. 270-7534109. 270-227-1545

1
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CUSTOM Tractor.
work tilling, blade
work, bush hogging
Free estimates Gerald
L Carroll, owner 4926159 or 293-0163

tO0

270-753-6012
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 1 bedroom,
furnished ($385) or
unfurnished ($335) All
appliances including
dryer
&
washer
or
(270)759-5885
(270)293-7085
View
FORREST
Apartments 1213 N.
16th St., now accepting
applications for: lbr
starting at $330/month,
2br townhouses, basic
rent $360/ month. Call
Leave
753-1970.
Message
NICE, clean 1BR apt at
University Heights. All
appliances. $325 a
month. $325 deposit.
12 month lease. No
pets 753-4987. 7598926. 753-1951
ONE bedroom, low utilities, no lease required,
no pets. $225/mo. 7533949
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
MSU'
TO
WALK
Affordable 1 bedroom
apartments including
basic kitchen appliances and lovely covarea
picnic
ered
5275/mo unfurnished
$325/mo nicely furnished 762-0991 or
559-1164

BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY MILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
BUSHOGGING Call
753-3536, leave message
CARPORTS Starting
at $675. installed Roy
(270)436-2113

Used Trucks
DODGE Ram 1500
2WD
1996,
V8,
123,000 miles. $4.000
761-2573
1996 Chevrolet S-10
Ext-Cab 753-9105
'95 GMC ext. cab 83K,
350 auto, $6,450 OBO.
270-293-2003
1993 Ford Ranger
extended cab. 4 cylinder, 5 speed with air.
$2,500 489-2613

I ake Property

510
Campers

Barkley
LAKE
Waterfront' 5 ac
$49,900 New to mar
ket Ideal location Wit
not last' Call owner.
866-924-4328

1996 30ft. 5th whee
Camper.
Dutchman
Slide out, double door
refrigerator, full awning.
270-436$12,500.
5707

11111

Lota For Sail
2 lots with restrictions
1.5 acres & 1 acre. 5
miles north or Murray.
752-7312

WATER'S Edge RV
Park and Manna 10
miles outside Murray
on Blood River and
Lake
Kentucky
Covered and uncovered slips available
Call 270-436-5321
STARCRAFT Fish and
Ski. 17.1'. 4.3 V6 10.
Fish finder, trolling
motor, live well, trailer.
Bimini top, cover,
AM/FM. 1992, $5.000.
767-0582

Acreage
52 acres located on
Faxon Rd. Heavily
wooded with some
pine, some hardwood.
Ideal for hunting or
secluded living. Could
be divided into smaller
tracts. $49,590. Call
Kopperud Realty 7531222 for details MLS#
26018

DAVE'S Lawn Care
One free mowing
& lots of other services Free estimates
227-0480
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for
293-5438
DOZER WORK
INSTALL & REPAIR
SEPTIC SYSTEMS &
GRAVEL HAULING.
Public or Contract
Contact at 270-7539503
Makers
DREAM
New
Construction.
construction,
home
remodeling and framing. 25 years experience in commercial
and residential building. Free estimates.
Call Tony Duncan:
(270)753-3822 or 8534848

GARAGE
CONVERSION
•Bedroom
+wilily Room
•Utilitv
RI. Woods

753-9440
BM.CONSTRUCTION
roofing, int/ext
painting, vinyl siding, concrete work
Free estimates
759-1673• 556-5736

53
Sennces Oftired

Contract Bridge
The Bread-and-Butter Hands

LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
-since 1971"
*Carpets -Upholstery
•Emergency Water
Removal .Quick
Drying
Free Estimates
"Got Dirt'?"
753-5827

West dealer.
North-South vulnerabk.
NORTH
•K Q6
•A K 4
•AKQ
•K 1083
EAST
WEST
•43
•A 9
p6532
•10 9 8
•10 4 3
Mower
MOODY'S
•9 7 5 2
41 9 7 6
Repair pick-up & deliv45 4 2
SOUTH
er 753-5668
•108 7 5 2
•Q 1 7
•1 86
• Q
rhe bidding:
South
East
North
West
2 NT
Pass
2
Pass
6 NT
Pass
3 NT
Pass
Opening lead - ten of hearts.
It does a player little good to be
proficient at squeezes, coups and
PAYTON LAWN CARE
other advanced plays if he regularly
Mowing.
mangles the play of the simple hands
Landscaping.
that occur far more frequently. An
Fertilizer and Light
occasional spectacular success canBack hoe Work.
not make up for the loss ofthousands
270-436-5507 Home
of points on the so-called bread-and270-293-7717 Cell
butter hands that arise in between.
Take this case where declarer
COM'
RESI
failed in a slam he should have made.
Contractors, LLC.
Residential
Commercial. Custom
concrete countertops,
metal roofs, pole barns,
Insurance
decks
for
BIRTHDAY
claims welcome 270- HAPPY
2005:
8,
June
y,
Wednesda
227-2115, 270-436You have vitality and energy this
5764
YARDWORK/ All types/ year. To many, it seems as if you
gutters. Also handy- have an endless stream of ideas,
man work. 762-9994
and you do! Use your creativity
to enhance your security. If you
▪ have artistic leanings, you will
excel beyond your wildest
dreams. Use care with your
finances, as you could tend to
Water Damaged Floors
spend money before you have it.
Braces & Floor Joists
Your public image and commitRemodeling & Plumbing
ments transform because you
realize who you are. If you are
David Gallornore, Owner
romance will make its
Will Do Insurance Work single,
way into your life. This person
Visa & MasterCard Accepted
inspires you. If you are attached,
build a stronger bond by adding
more romantic adventures to
your life. CANCER can be

Horoscopes

David's Home
Improvement

731-247-5422

TIIF II \\DI I It

Painting • Carpentn • Roofing
All types of remodeling
Ray Purdon
731-642-0646
731-445-7371
Terry Rowland
731-642-5838
WILL do customized
lawn care and
bushogging. Also will
do food plots for
hunters. Reasonable
prices. 293-5215
YARDS to mow. Free
estimates. (731)2476189

A WA Y. Roof-Brite®

270-748-5449
1-888-272-7003

i

AUTRY ROOFING
30 years experience
All work guaranteed

(270) 293-3252
(270) 436-2969

ft Jacqueline Bigar

You have a lot to otter.
Remember that, and start showing the real you. Others greet the
authentic you with a smile.
Friends surround you, as you will
see. Their feedback could be
important. Tonight: Where the
crowds are.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You have a tendency to
overdo it or expect too mud-i.
You are so willing to give, and
you don't understand when others don't put in 100 percent. New
methods and technology can
lighten your workload, if you
allow them to. Be open to new
ideas. Tonight: A force to be dealt
with.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Your instincts come
through for you. especially when
hearing someone else's story.
Cut through the gristle and get
g.
demandin
down to basics. You might need
to do your own research. A call
of
Kind
the
The Stars Show
lets feelings flourish. Tonight:
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic: Rent a movie.
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so: SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
1 -Difficult
21)
***** If you allow others to
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
run the show, their efforts will pay
*** The less effort you make, off. In fact, you might be delightresults.
end
the more outstanding your day is ed
the
by
likely to turn out. Others will hap- Sometimes you cannot be the
pily pitch in where you don't take
head cheerleader, only a team
action. Review a recent develop- member -- like today. Tonight: Be
ment with a little more insight. spontaneous.
Stop projecting your stuff onto a CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
situation. Tonight: Easy does it.
***** Others listen to your
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
feedback, though they will do
*** Good will counts, but not exactly what they want. Maintain
like expressing your feelings a high community or professional
through actions. Many people image. Maintain your responsibillike pretty words, but even more
ities. No one can replace your
prefer caring acts. A friend
efficiency. Tonight: Say yes to
emerges with innovative think- anothers invitation or idea.
ing. He or she just might have a
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
great idea. Tonight: Find your *** Concentrate on efficiency
favorite peopie.
and getting each project done
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
one at a time. Avoid any money
*** Expenses go overboard, risks, no matter how good the
whether you intend for them to or deal or offer might seem.
not. You feel like risking, and risk
Detachment and independent
you shall. Sometimes consider- research draw positive results.
ing the long-term ramifications Focus on what is going on in
your immediate circle. Tonight:
could be helpful. Creativity
directed elsewhere could be
Do what you like most.
more positive. Tonight: Pay bills PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You could do something
first.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
odd, but your creativity spurs you
**** A positive attitude mixed
in a different direction from what
with energy makes you close to even you might have anticipated.
unstoppable. Realize when you
A key associate or friend adds a
need to put a halt to overdoing it totally different slant to an emoor perhaps expanding beyond tional issue. Use this person's
your physical, financial and/or opinions and mix in some of
emotional limits. Tonight: As you
yours, too! Tonight: A midweek
like it.
break.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
** Know when to allow the
BORN TODAY
overflow to just happen. Others Comedian Jerry Stiller (1929),
will pick up behind you, despite former first lady Barbara Bush
what you think. Unexpected (1925), comedian Joan Rivers
developments with partners cast (1933)
•..
a new perspective on life. Take in
information for now. Gather facts, Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Keep more of your thoughts to Internet at http:/hvww.jacqueyourself. Tonight: Relax in your linebigar.com.
own way.
(c) 2005 by King Features
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Syndicate Inc.
**** Don't try to impress others by spending and showing off.

1 Br apt All appliances
S335qrio,
, Included.
pets allowed 436Rubfolids
JUNK/
45291
Removal Spring cleanHomes For Sale
I OR 2br apts near
ing clean out attics.
560
( %I I 1)11 ‘N
Murray
downtown
Houses For Rent
garages, yard waste
Frs. Column
111 \ SLR\ ICE
1575 MOCKINGBIRD
starting at $200/mo
etc (270)489-2583
4 iii,,!, itflili.ltIi1Y
1
1114)%./
3BR, 3 bath, split plan,
753-4109
2 and 4 bedroom housHudson. FREE male puppies.
LAYTON
hardwood/ tile. Walklor
1, 2 3 apts. 753-1252 es. Lease and deposi
Mother is full-blooded
hauling & backhoe
out basement w/ indoor
required. 753-4109
or 753-0606
black lab. Father is
753-4545. 767-0213
workshop. 753-7989
Border Collie. Born
753-8682
1,2 & 3BR apts avail- 4BR house Farmer
WALTERS
vertical
with
$650/mo. 2BR
Ave
Apnl 3rd, ready to go
able for immediate
TING
CONTRAC
2 person team, mow
435-4481
_ occupancy Please call Lease/deposit duplex behind. Great
Vinyl
Roofing,
DECKS,
hour
an
$40
tnm
2BR apt- investment. $65,000. and
required
753-8221
Retriever
GOLDEN
Siding, Addition, and
$30
minimum
$350/mo. 270-753-4109. 270- or
1BR apt available. all Hillwood
needs good home.
Remodeling. Quality
492-8722
Logan
t
deposi
227-1545
Lease/
appliances furnished
Female, 2 years old. all
Work. Over 30 Years
293-5117
436-2867 Joe Lamb's
Mur-Cal Realty 753- required
shots, loves kids! Call
Gerald
Experience.
3BR, 1BA brick with
Mower Repair. Tune-up
8 miles north $350
4444
Shane 436-5158
detached 2 car garage specials. Work guaran- Walters. 753-2592.
pets
No
deposit
plus
Apt.
1BR Unfurnished
on 1 acre in Kirksey teed, free pick-up/deliv$265.00. close to cam- 753-8582
area 753-2286 or 489- ery.
pus. available April SMALL 2br. 1 bath
2302
436-5141 A-AFFORD$255/month. 978-0742.
1 No pets. 753-5980
ABLE Hauling. Clean
CANTERBURY
1BR, 1 bath studio.
360
1553 out garages, gutters,
n,
Subdivisio
1
2BR.
month
. $335
Menge Rentals
4BR, iunk & tree work.
Dr.,
Oxford
.-bath. washer & dryer.
'
den. 492-8688 ROOF
K.
DR,
LR,
2.5BA,
-$410 month. 753-7559
A&F Warehousing
utility room, bonus REPAIRS. New
Near MSU $20-50
.1EIR. 1 bath, washer &
'
room for kids, 30x36 Roofs, all types. 29
753-7668
• .dryer. 5325 month
Since 1968
garage, fenced backyears experience. Call
753-7559
MURRAY Store and
yard, approx. 3.700 Carters.
ASK ABOUT LIFETIME WARRANTY
1BR-4BR apartments. Lock presently has sq.ft. city school disMOWING,
units available. 753- trict. 759-1506, 293- 767-0533
:Ask about move in free
trimming, mulching,
IRE
753-7536.
or
2905
• days. Coleman
4183
painting, odd jobs.
wwW ARBROOf COM
t 759-4118
Free
cleaning.
mobile
and
HOUSES
MINISTORd.
PREMIER
unfurnishe
l3R
e
Estimates. 978-1115.
homes for sale and for
AGE •Inside climate
me utilities paid, no
AFFORDABLE
A-1
• $270/month. 767s pets.
rent in 6 west Kentucky
control storage
HAULING all around
270-339Call
counties.
alarmed
•Security
4037.
',
clean-up, gutters, tree
8824 or 270-339-8823
*Safe & clean
2BR, quiet neighborwork 436-2867
•We sell boxes!
hood. deposit and refremodeled
NEWLY
A-1 Stump Removal
U-Hauls
rent
•We
erences required. 2931.600 sq. ft. home wi 437-3044
753-9600
8462
15 acres includes 8
2BR, quiet neighboracres fenced, corral,
ALL CARPENTRY
i prop.for rant
hood, walk to MSU,
eo[ vowleal
lig
and pen. Livestock
Remodeling, additions,
• deposit and references
car
3
barn, detached
Cell
porches, decks, sun
Roby Autry
building.
metal
48'X40'
'required. 293-8462
garage. and workshop.
rooms, roofing, vinyl
-6875
1 year lease. Located
731-234
-9597
New Providence area.
270-767
ACCEPTING applicasiding. mobile home
suite. at 406 Sunbury Circle. 436-6092 or 227-6405
1BR
.. ions!
-4496
731-586
floors,
sagging
repair,
stove, Murray. Call (270)436Refrigerator.
TWO bedroom home termite & water damdishwasher. washer, 2935
age. Larry Nimmo
)dryer, wood deck. No BUSINESS rent: 715 on a half acre. New
PARKER EXCAVATING
or
(270)753-9372
in
backfenced
well,
Street.
t Pets. Deposit $350. South 12th
(270)753-0353
New Concord, KY
building,
14x28
yard.
1,400 square feet
I Rent $335/mo. 293Bruce Parker
$700. 753-1252. 753- one mile from lake.
6060. 435-4040
APPLIANCE &
270-436-2641, 7310606
ELECTRICAL REPAIR
LIVE Oak Apts.
r
;
536-5501
COMMERCIAL or retail
• • Newly Remodeled
CHAD B. HUGHES
t •
750 up to 3.000 sq. ft.
1BR $290.00
WANT tobuy: Lease to
22 vitAits ExPEattEntat
restrooms, own/ owner finance
C/G/H,
28R $340.00
DOZER-TRACKHOE-TRUCKING
226-9398
(270)
plenty of parking, near
3BR $425.00
•
home under $65,000
TOPSOIL, BANK GRAVEL,
(270)4924191
judicial building. 759- on main road. 436• $100 deposit special
HITEROCK, DENIOLITIO
;for qualified applicants. 3772 752-0201 (after 5707
APPLIANCE REPAIR
hours.) Ask for Nelson
Office hours 8-2
LISCENSED & INSURED
1
SERVICE it PARTS
Shroat
Mon-Fn
OR
10 YRS. EXPERIENCE
293-8726
(270)
Call today for appointOFFICE space. Village
759-5534
ment
Center, 1406 North
Chuck Van Buren
2003 Kodiak 4x4 to
753-8221
12th St. 1,200 sq
sale. Great condition
ASPHALT
ft.753-7559
2 NEAR University .
Asking
200 miles
SEALCOATING
1 Extra large 2 B/R apt.
$4,200 (270)293-3275
•Commercial
Large living room
A
*Residential
• Kitchen-dinette con2001 Kawasaki ZX 12R
Estimates
Free
,. Central elec. H/A. A
$5,500. CaN after 5:00
"We Specialize in Cleaning"
TRAVIS
appliances incl washCall us we will be p.m. 753-1856.
SEALCOATING
*Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
er-dryer $200
;
(270) 753-2279
glad to help
1999 V-Star 1100
*Brick •All External Cleaning
Deposit - $350 Mo.
FUTRELL'S Tree
Custom, chromed out,
•Acid Cleaning Available
($250 lit mo.)
.
Service
lowered, one of a kind,
Murray Ledger 8,
•We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Driveways
753-4560 Mon.-Sat Q
removal.
Trimming,
done right with loads of
5.
•
Times
David Borders
stump grinding, fireOBO
$5,000
extras.
. LARGE 2BR in quiet
(270)527-7176 or(270) 293-0939
wood. Insured. 4897535060,
(270)293pets
No
area.
2839.
270-753,1916
9721
$525/mo. 759-1087

UGLY ROOF STAINS

He took the opening heart lead with
the queen and returned a low spade,
winning with dummy's queen.
Solidi diem led a low dab to the
ace and played another spade. This
time West took his ace, but after he
returned a club to South's queen,
declarer had to go down one. There
was no way for him to cash more
than one of his remaining three spade
tricks, since he had run out of entries
to his hand. Eventually. East scored
the setting trick with the jack of
clubs.
Actually, declarer lost the contract
at trick one In his anxiousness to get
started on the spades, he v.on the
opening lead in his hand instead of
dummy.
This seemingb innocuous play
cost South the slant A moment of
thought would have told him to win
the heart lead in dummy. He could
then play a club to the ace for his first
spade lead toward dummy.
After West followed low, South
would cross to the queen ofclubs and
lead another spade. Whether West
took this trick or the next one would
not matter, since the spades would
become established either way, and
South would still have the queen of
hearts as an entry to his hand.
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NEW PROGRAM!

Mortgage
link

gem Dons Investment Propert,
•10% Flame* se Investment Property
*Includes 1.4(1k Properties •Imerest Only Available
LLC
•Stated lacoraoStated Assets *Credit Scores Starting at ON
You Show Us:
• Average credit
•Presentl) Employed

We Show You:
• 00% loan, no money down
.1-lexible. forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr

141414:globalmtglink.corn

Many other progriuns. All credit grades!
Cr Call 270-753-7407 or stop in 111 N. 12th Si, Suite ft • Murray, KY
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Improving library etiquette
requireF more positive spin

Diverticulitis
and diet
DEAR DR. GOTT: I suffer from acute diverticulitis. Am
I stuck forever eating bland
and tasteless foods? Do you
have
any
thoughts
about my
diet
and
foods
should
avoid
to
prevent a
recurrence
of this conDr.Gott dition?
DEAR
READER:
By
Dr. Peter Gott Diverticulitis is a common condition, characterized by
repeated episodes of infection
in the wall of the colon. When
these areas become inflamed,
pain and fever develop; there
may. be intestinal bleeding, too.
The affliction is diagnosed by
colon X-rays (or colonoscopy)
and is treated with antibiotics.
There is no unanimous consensus about the role of diet
in preventing diverticulitis.
Obviously, large portions of
indigestible foods, such as salads and nuts, are best avoided. But many authorities do
not prohibit moderate amounts
of these edibles, providing these
foods don't consistently cause
symptoms.
In addition, some experts
advise against eating fruits with
small seeds (strawberries,
raisins and the like) on the
theory that such indigestible
seeds may trigger an attack or
infection. This recommendation is far from universal, however.
I really don't see a compelling reason why you should
be restricted to a "bland and
tasteless" diet. This seems a
bit unnecessary to me. Nonetheless, I don't want to give advice
that runs counter to what your
doctor has told you, so perhaps you should check with
him about this specific point.
My patients with divertic-
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DEAR ABBY: I am a refto do quite well
erence librarian at a large acaon a healthful, well-balanced
demic library. While I share
diet that goes easy on fiber. some of "Marian the LibrariBut I don't restrict spices, and
an's" concerns, I couldn't help
I certainly don't recommend
but notice that her pointers for
ground or pureed food. Perlibrary etihaps a dietitian can spruce up
quette were
your diet; ask your doctor to
comprised
refer you to one.
almost
To give you related inforentirely of
mation, I am sending you a
"don'ts." I
copy of my Health Report
afraid
am
"Diverticular Disease." Other
her diatribe
readers who would like a copy
against
should send a long, selflibrary
addressed, stamped envelope
Dear Abby patrons may
and $2 to Newsletter, P.O. Box
cause some
167, Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be
of them not
By Abigail
sure to mention the title.
to use the
Van Buren
DEAR DR. GOTT: Are
library at all,
there exercises or physical trainfor fear of committing a faux
ing that would be helpful for
pas and incurring a librarian's
irritable bowel syndrome? My
wrath.
physician is unfamiliar with
How much better it would
treatment of this condition.
have been had she compiled
DEAR READER:There are
a list of library "do's" instead
no exercises specifically for irriof library "don'ts." Example:
table bowel syndrome, a com-- Do teach your children
mon intestinal disorder marked
to use and appreciate the library.
by excessive gas, abdominal
-- Do check your library's
discomfort, diarrhea or constipolicy on food, drink and cell
pation.
phones. (Many allow drinks in
Nonetheless, general exerciscovered containers, and cell
es — such as brisk walking, phones set to silent mode or
hiking or swimming — may
in specific areas.)
help you. As you may have
-- Do enlist the help of the
discovered, irritable bowel synreference librarian. You might
drome is frequently worsened
be surprised what we can find
by stress and depression. Both
for you in a short amount of
these conditions may be temtime.
pered by exercise.
-- Do use your trip to the
Therefore, regular exercise
library as a learning experiwill benefit you not because ence. We have a saying, "Find
of its effect on the intestine
the book for a man, and he'll
but because it could help relieve
have the information for only
some of the tensions contributa day. Teach him to search
ing to your symptoms. In addithe catalog, and he'll have
tion, you might also try using
information for a lifetime."
Metamucil daily; its stool-bulkAlthough. like "Marian," I'm
ing effect often stabilizes bowel
tired of the poor etiquette I
function.
see in my library. I'm equalTo give you related inforly tired of the pervasive pubmation, I am sending you a
lic image of librarians as
copy of my Health Report cranky, uptight and "shushing."
"Irritable Bowel Syndrome."
As a librarian, my job is to
help and educate patrons. "MarCopyright 2005, Newspa- ian's" letter made it seem as
per Enterprise Assn.
if librarians are the behavior
police. -- ANTI-SHUSHER IN
ulitis appear
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DEAR ANTI-SHUSHER:
Your point about casting the
message in positive, rather than
negative, language is well
taken. And I agree that librarians have been wrongly stereotyped. However,if librarians are
forced into the position of acting like "library police," it is
because their patrons are acting in a way that is destructive or disruptive. Read on:
DEAR ABBY:I wish I could
nail a copy of that letter to
every flat surface of our library
in the hope that our patrons
might read it and get a clue.
It has come to my attention
that some librarians are unhappy that "Marian" chose to air
her grievances in a forum as
public as your column -- and
some have even called for a
letter-writing campaign to criticize Marian for telling the
truth. I say, more power to
JERSEY
NEW
-her!
LIBRARIAN •
DEAR NEW JERSEY:
Thanks for the warning. The
following is a letter that
expresses, I suspect, their real
concern.
DEAR ABBY: I haven't seen
such a vitriolic diatribe since
librarians were told to stop
pointing and get up off their
"duffs" and go find the book
for the customer! While
libraries are free, taxpayers are
the ones who support us, and
if we have professionals in the
field such as "Marian," we
have only ourselves to admonish when our tax dollars are
reduced and our libraries are
closed. -- SOUTH BEND,
IND., LIBRARIAN
DEAR SOUTH BEND: If
libraries are closing because
of lack of support or patronage, it may be because people do more and more research
online at home than because
librarians are overzealous in
enforcing rules of common
courtesy. To quote a librarian
from Beverly Hills, Calif.:
"There is now a dwindling
number of librarians due to
retirement, downsizing, burnout
and very low pay cnnsumed
to other professions. That, coupled with a society that is
becoming increasingly uncivil
and underappreciative of a truly
altruistic profession, makes me
fear that the library profession
is going the way of the
dinosaur."
,
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Memorial Golf Tournament
held at the Murray Country
Club were Dr. Lea Larson,
championship flight; Dutch
Bryant, first flight; Euvie N.
Mitchell, second flight; Toni
Hopson, third flight; and Jean
Doxsee, fourth flight.
Births reported include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Johnny
Colson, May 27.
40 years ago
Published is a picture of
Carolyn Murdock, Calloway
County Dairy Princess, as she
participated in the motorcade
promoting dairy products in
the Purchase area. The photo
was'-by Staff Photographer Ed
Collie.
Registration for the summer
session at Murray State College will be June 14. The session will close on Aug. 6.
Mrs. Vernon Shown presented a program of music at a
meeting of the Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's
Club.
reported
births
Recent
include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Danny K. Wells, May 17.
50 years ago
R.L. Cooper, county health
administrator, announced that
a recheck is being made of
patients who have had hepatitis now at the Calloway County Health Center by the United States Public Health Service.
Mrs. W.D. Aeschbacher
reviewed the book, "Confederate Agent" by James D.
Horan, and Mrs. E.J. Kern
reviewed the book, "Art of
Living" by Gilbert Hughet ,
at a meeting of the Book Club
of the American Association
of University Women at a meeting at the home of Miss Ola
Brock.
Recent births reported at
Murray Hospital include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Dolphus Denham.

Todaylnilistorv
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. June 7, the 158th day of 2005. There are
207 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On June 7. 1776. Richard Henry Lee of Virginia proposed
to the Continental Congress a resolution calling for a Declaration of Independence.
On this date:
In 1769, frontiersman Daniel Boone first began to explore
the present-day Bluegrass State.
In 1848, French postimpressionist painter Paul Gauguin was
born in Paris.
In 1864, Abraham Lincoln was nominated for another term
as president at his party's convention in Baltimore.
In 1929, the sovereign state of Vatican City came into existence as copies of the Lateran Treaty were exchanged in Rome.
In 1948, the Communists completed their takeover of Czechoslovakia with the resignation of President Eduard Benes.
In 1967, author-critic Dorothy Parker. famed for her caustic wit, died in New York.
In 1972, the musical "Grease" opened on Broadway.
In 1981, Israeli military planes destroyed a nuclear power
plant in Iraq, a facility the Israelis charged could have been
used to make nuclear weapons.
In 1998, in a crime that shocked the nation, James Byrd
Jr., a 49-year-old black man, was dragged to his death behind
a pickup truck in Jasper, Texas. (Two white men were later
sentenced to death for the crime; a third received life in
prison.)

Crosswords
ACROSS

929),
Bush
livers

10 years ago
Jennifer Langford, senior
from South Fulton, Tenn., was
crowned as Mountain Laurel
Queen at the annual pageant
held at Pine Mountain State
Park, Pikeville.
The Rev. Norris Mills will
be installed as pastor of St.
John's Missionary Baptist
Church, Spruce Street, Murray, on June 11.
Births reported include a
girl to Mickey and Judy Pierce,
May 22; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Alan Daniel Sills, May
26; a boy to Regina and Michael
Anderson and a girl to Seth
and Jerry Morris, May 31; a
boy to Marietta and Hal H.
Gibson Jr., June I
20 years ago
Murray-Calloway County
Jaycee Fair will open June 11
on the Jaycee Fairgrounds on
Kentucky Highway 121 North,
Murray.
Pfc. Lowell W. Dunn, son
of Chester L. and Linda S. Dunn
of Almo, is stationed with the
25th Infantry Division at
Schofield Barracks, Hawaii.
Births reported include a
girl o Mike Jr.. and Lisa
Sweeney, a boy to Robert and
Rhonda Thompson, a girl to
Ricky and Retha Nance and a
girl to John and Paula Evans,
June 5.
Willie Bradshaw is the
speaker at a gospel meeting
opening tonight and continuing for two nights at Pleasant
Valley Church of Christ.
30 years ago
William B. Miller, superintendent of Calloway County
Schools, and Fred Schultz,
superintendent of Murray City
Schools, discussed "The Status of Our Schools" at a meeting of the Murray Civitan Club.
Murray Mayor John E. Scott
discussed "Problems of the
City" at a meeting of the Murray Rotary Club.
Winners of the George Hart
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1 Wane
4 Very tunny
people
9 Sporty truck
12 Tai language
13 Film maker
-Coen
14 Rest room sign
15 Sends out
17 Galaxy shapes
19 Cuts off
21 Ecol. bureau
22 Take the
money arid rim
25 Shrill barks
29 Not yours
30 Work
32 Gssi republic
33 Rocket
trajectory
35 Put off
37 Soap ingredient
38 Weed
whackers
40 Pajama
coverers
42 Not hurt

43 Kind of leopard
44 Writers on glass
46 Clinch a deal
49 Iffy attempt
50 Gold-rush
starters
54 Aromas
57 Just - suspected'
58 Cafe customer
60 PBS 'Science
Guy'
61 Desk dem
62 Toboggans
63 Stadium cry
DOWN
1 Graceful tree
2 Moo
companion
3 Heats up
4 Answer
5 Thing's
pronoun
6 Startled cries
7 Masking 8 Fabric sample
9 Ms. Thurman
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22 Calcutta
nannies
23 Romantic poet
24 Actor Mem 26 Catch a cold
27 He played
the Wiz
28 Looks for
31 Financial
obligations
34 Corporate
exec
36 Clergy
members
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The October
played on
recent MTV
reality show
METROPOLIS. Ill.
MTV aired local band The
October's track Leaving Day
on the Memorial Day episode
of Inferno
Inferno II is a spin off of
MTV's reality shows The
Real World and Road Rules
and combines cast menthas
from both reality shows to
compete on two teams rivaling to complete physical.
mental and emotional tasks
for cash, trips and prizes.
The show plays music
throughout the tasks and reality drama of each episode.
night's
Monday
After
episode. band members of
'The October began getting
phone calls from friends saying they had heard their song
on television.
Dustin Burnett. lead vocalist, still hasn't seen the show
but recalls hearing the news
from friends.
"My phone has been ringing off the hook from friends
who saw the show" Burnett
said.
Three months ago, The
October licensed their album.
Push me off the side of the
earth, to MTV for use in any
of the Real World/Road Rules
Now, with one
shows.
episode left in the season for
Inferno 11, the band is reaping
the benefit: of their decision.
It feels great to be able to
reach that many people at
once." drummer Aaron
Spraggs said.
The October has scheduled
tours all over the United
States for the remainder of the
year and is currently writing
their sophomore record.

Medal of Honor
pushed for DDay commander
WASHINGTON (AP) Richard Winters received the
Distinguished Service Cross for
his heroism on D-Day. along
with accolades in the book,
"Band of Brothers."
Now. 61 years later, Rep.
Curt Weldon. R-Pa., is pushing
for the retired Army major from
Hershey. Pa., to receive the
Medal of Honor, the nation's
highest medal for valor in combat.
Weldon announced Monday
during a D-Day observation
service in Folsom. Pa.. he plans
to file legislation that would
upgrade Winters' Distinguished
Serv ice Cross - the second
highest honor-to the Medal of
Honor.
This is the second attempt to
obtain the medal for Winters, 87.
Last year. the Army turned down
a similar request.
The Medal of Honor is
awarded only to the "bravest of
the brave." according to the
Army Web site.
Winters first served as commander of Company E of the
506th Regiment of the 101st
Airborne Division, and later as
its battalion commander. The
unit was profiled in the Stephen
Ambrose book "Band of
Brothers." later turned into an
HBO minisefies.
He was recommended for a
Medal of Honor because of his
actions on Utah Beach on June
6, 1944, but instead received the
Distinguished Service Cross.
That day, he and 12 of his men
killed German troops, took their
maps and captured four enemy
cannons, Winters said in a 2003
interview.
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Study: Average
G-rated movie
more profitable
than R-rated ones
By JAMES PRICHARD
Associated Press Writer
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich.
(AP)- A study commissioned
by a group that encourages the
production of family friendly
movies found that G-rated
movies are more profitable than
R-rated films, yet far more of
the racier films get made.
The study, released Tuesday
by The Dove Foundation,
showed that the average G-rated
flick was 11 times more profitable than its R-rated counterpart, but the film industry made
more than 12 times as many Rrated as G-rated movies from
1989-2003.
The study examined the costs
and revenues associated with the
200 most widely distributed
films released by major
Hollywood studios each year the
I5-year period. All the figures
used were limited to the first two
years of each movie's release.
There were 2,982 films studied. The number was less than
3,000 because some movies
were among the top 200 for two
years.
Slightly more than half, or
51.4 percent, of the releases
received an R rating from the
Motion Picture Association of
America. The next-most popular
ratings category was PG-I3 at
28.4 percent, followed by PG at
16.1 percent and G at 4.1 percent.
While the average G-rated
movie earned a $79 million
profit, the average R-rated film
was $6.9 million in the black,
the study said.
An average film with a PG
rating was more profitable
($28.3 million) than a P0-13rated one ($23.5 million).
"Basically, what we're pointing out is, what is considered to
be conventional wisdom in
Hollywood does not hold up
when you look at the actual

Nonpoint to
headline Skullbone
rock band festival
UNION CITY, Tenn. QuakeFest '05, planned for June
25, will be headlined by
Nonpoint. QuakeFest will be
held at Skullbone Music Park in
Skullbone, Tenn.
Also featured will be
Vulpine, One Less Reason,
Clench, Gathered Here Today,
East of Innocence and Kryin'
Out Loud.
Additional information is
at
available
www.TheQuakeRocks.com
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profitability and compare it with
what the people want," said
Dick Rolfe, founder and chairman of the Grand Rapids-based
organization.
His group recently criticized
Burger King Corp. for a children's promotion linked to "Star
Wars: Episode III-Revenge of
the Sith" because the hit movie
is rated PG-13.
The study used figures pro
vided by Kagan Research LLC,
a Monterey. Calif.-based media
business research firm. Grand
University's
State
Valley
Siedrnan College of Business
then analyzed the numbers.
Rolfe said.
Messages seeking comment
on the study were left at the
MPAA's press office in
Washington.
"I have been speaking and
writing about this phenomenon.
literally, for 14 years," said film
critic, book author and nationally syndicated radio talk show
host Michael Medved.
His 1992 book, "Hollywood
vs. America," devotes a chapter
to a computer study in which he
compared the box office receipts
of all 600 movies that
Hollywood released a year earlier Medved found the average
PG-rated film performed three
times better than the average Rrated picture in 1991.
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